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This document contains validated activities and competencies needed

by librarians working in an academic library. The following operational

definition of competency was developed:

A competency is a generic knowledge, skill or attitude of a person

that is arasally related to effective behavior as demonstrated

through mamma perfonomm criteria, where:

Knowledge is having information about, knowing, understanding,
being acquainted with, being aware of, having experience a, or
being fadliar with smething, someone, or how to do something.

Skill is the ability to use one's knowledge effectively.

Attitude is a mental or emotional approach to something, or
someone.

We have identified several types of knowledge that are necessary to

perform information work satisfactorily as follows:

Basic kiwi/ledge in such areas as language, communication,
arithmetic operations, etc.

fiubjea.....knadlecbe of primary subject fields of users served
such as medicine, chemistry, law, etc.

. $ 1011. ,
0111-$ such as the

information community, its participants and their social,
economic and technical interrelationships, etc.

EnadedaeoLgiaLworkasione such as the activities required
to provide services and produce products, etc.

NO. - I- I/ 01111 i, such as
the mission, goals, and objectives of the user or the
organization, user's information needs and requirements, etc.
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There appear to be three kinds of skills necessary to perform

information work satisfactorily including:

Basic skills such as cognitive, cammicatiun, analytical, etc.

Skilla".elatecLILischspecificaatimity being performed such
as negotiation of reference questions, evaluation of search
outputs, etc.

Other skills such as managing time effectively, budgeting and
making projections, etc.

Attitudes of librarians are found to be extremely important to work

performance. We have found it useful to subdivide attitudes into:

Diivositicocthattitudes toward one's profession, the organiza-
tion served, one's work organization, and other people such as
users and co-workers.

Berscoslitxtraitagualities such as confidence, inquisitive-
ness, sense of ethics, flexibility, etc.

AttitmclesselatedALLIGLIANWorasnizakin such as willingness
to accept responsibility, willingness to learn, desire to grow,
etc.

The activities and competencies are organized according to the

functions which librarians perform, and by professional level as displayed

in Figure 1. The competencies are cumulative across professional level,

i.e., competencies of mid-level professionals include entries shown at the

mid-level as well as those at the entry level, etc.

It is important to understand the distinction between functions

performed and positions or job titles. Our rationale behind the functional

approach was that we were more concerned with what information profession-

als do than with what they are called. In a single-person library,

therefore, the librarian will undoubtedly perform more than a single

function. In using and interpreting the competency data in this docummt,

it is important to consider the functions being performed by

ii
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professionals and the activities being performed to determine which

competencies are appropriate. The functions identified for librarians

working in academic libraries are:

acquisitions

cataloging

circulation and reader services

collection maintenance

interlibrary loan

management

reference

serials control.

Three professional levels were defined as follows:

entry level (up to 3 years of professional experience)

mid level (4-9 years of professional experience)

senior level (10 or more years of professional experience).

The activities performed are listed first and numbered sequen-

tially. The actual assignment of individual activities to subcategories of

the major activities and to the functions varies from library to library.

The organization of activities that we developed provided us with the "best

fit" case. Indented and unnumbered activities are essentially paraprofes-

sional activities which, in small libraries, may be performed by

professionals.

The activities are followed by the validated sets of knowledge,

skills and attitudes. Two versions of each of the lists are provided. The

first set have those competencies designated by the validators as essential

in bold face print, and those designated as desirable in regular face

print. The level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

* *

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
50-70 percent of the validators of that competency

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
71-84 percent of that validators of that competency

iv 11



***
denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
85-100 percent of the validators of that competency.

The second set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes have competen-

cies designated by the validators as becoming more or less important in the

future. Again, the level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

* *

denotes each competency rated by 1-20 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

denotes each competency rated by 21-40 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

***
denotes each competency rated by 41-100 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

denotes competencies rated as currently not applicable which

have also been rated as becoming more important in the future.
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ACTIVITIES

ACQUISITIONS WRY LEVEL

Selectioo

1. Develop a good understanding of the library's collection development
policies and guidelines

2. Receive requests from college/university and library staff for
purchase of materials for the library's collection(s) or for
professional collections

3. Forward orders for serials/numbered series to the serials control
section

4. Select materials to order from publishers' catalogs, book reviews,
bibliographies, circulation and interlibrary loan requests for
materials not owned by the library, exchange lists, etc.

5. Supervise the preparation of lists of selected citations which may be
reviewed by the appropriate faculty advisory groups) for purchase
approval

6. Firward bibliographic citations for selected serials/numbered series
and any vich materials received in the section/branch to the serials
control section for processing

7. Examine shipments of unsolicited materials (blanket orders/on-approval
shipments, gifts, etc.) to select which items are suitable for
retention; annotate processing slips for each item: as required

8. Assi,A. processing prior' 3 to all material selected for the
collxtion(s)

9. Maintain a statistical record of selection and the usefulness of
various selection tools

10. Supervise bibliographic searching and verification:

search in-process file(s) (items on order, want lists, and re-
ceived items not let cataloged) and library's catalog(s) to
determine if the cited titles are needed for the collec-
tion(s)

annotate citations that are discovered to be serials/numbered
series and return then to supervisor

verify and locate additional bibliographic data, as required;
refer problems to supervisor

maintain record of searching and verification statistics

1 14



ACQUISITIORS ENTRY LEVEL

Selection (cont' d)

11. Search for trade and non-trade bibliographic information that
technicians are unable to locate; refer problems to higher level
staff, as appropriate

12. Determine source of procurement (jobber, direct, gift, exchange, etc.)

13. Prioritize recommended selections in each subject area; consult with
mid level librarian to determine which materials should be placed on
the want list for possible order action at a later date

14. Supervise order/request processing:

prepare records (manual or automated) for items to be ordered/
requested, now/later

prepare purchase orders, if required
prepare order/request documentation for wailing
claim outstanding orders
cancel orders, as required
re-issue orders to different sources, as required
maintain statistical record of order/request processing

operations

yecetpt Processing

15. Supervise receipt processing of ordered/requested materials, blanket
order/on-approval Shipments, unsolicited gifts, etc.

open packages and ret6in sender information
check Shipments against packing lists/invoices
check Shipments for damage
examine received items for imperfections
for unsolicited shipments, search in-process file(s) and

library's catalog(s) to determine which items are needed for
the collection

update in-process file with receipt information
update in-process file re: any errors in receipt or receipt of

damaged/imperfect materials
annotate packing slips/invoices for dmmaged/imperfect materials,

incorrectly supplied materials, and unwanted materials
annotate packing slips/invoices to indicate materials which are

branch copies
annotate packing slips/invoices to certify receipt of all

materials retained
deliver packing slips/invoices to invoice processor
insert and/or update processing slips for materials to be

retained

2 15



AODUISITIONS BMW LEVEL

15. Supervise receipt processing of ordered/requested materials, blanket
order /on- approval shipnentsr unsolicited gifts, etc. (milted)

mark materials retained for the collection as required (invoice
number, date of receipt, etc.'

place materials to be cataloged on the appropriate book trucks
forward any serials/numbered series received to the serials

control Faction
process materials for the professional collections as required

and place on the appropriate book trucks
send form letters to acknowledge gifts, if appropriate
prepare damaged/imperfect materials, incorrectly supplied

materials, and unwanted materials for return to suppliers, if
appropriate

place unwanted/damaged items not to be returned to suppliers in
specified area to await proper disposal

maintain statistical record of receipt processing operations

16. Supervise the delivery Lf library materials to the cataloging section
at regular intervals

17. Supervise preparation and Disposal of unwanted library materials

File Maintenance

18. Supervise creation and maintenance of in-process file(s)

input orders/requests, want list items, unsolicited receipts
update records based on correspondence received tend actions taken
update records with receipt, return and disposal information
update records with cataloger assignment, if appropriate
update records when cataloging has been completed and items are

no longer in process
delete records at appropriate intervals, maintain statistical

records of file creation and maintenance operations

19. Supervise maintenance of accession records for materials which will
not be added to the library's collections, if required



ACQULSITIONS ENTRY LEVEL

MI=
20. Handle problems related to the selection and acquisition of library

materials; refer special problems to higher level staff, as
appropriate

21. Assist staff in locating materials received in the library but still
in process

22. Advise other libraries of sources used to obtain difficult-to-locate
materials

23. Supervise the preparation of exchange lists for items selected by
senior librarians

24. Examine dealers' stocks and publishers' /producers' displays at book/AV
fairs and cznferenoes in order to become familiar with the Character-
istics of the various offerings

25. Conduct library business by phone, when appropriate

26. Write memos and letters, as required

27, Prepare manuals of procedures

28. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in opera-
tions of the unit /section

29. Attend and participate in staff meetings

30. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested

31. Supervise tenhnicians, paraprofessional staff, and student workers

32. Work to Jev9lop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

33. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for sell. and for
staff supervised

34. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self
and for staff supervised

35. Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised

36. Assist in tht selection of new technicians and paraprofessicnels



ACTIVITIES

ACQUISITIONS ENI'RY LEVEL

QUIELACSIICSD.

37. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library
practice or legislation that affect selection and acquisition of
library materials

38. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

39. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

Selection

40. Keep abreast of the information needs of the user community so that
selection of library materials may be made to support new course/
degree offerings and new research programs

41. Select materials which are to be placed on the want list based on
budget constraints

Verification and Ordering

42. Supervise the maintenance of an address file of procurement sources

43. Draft form letters for ordering/requesting library materials,
claiming/canceling orders, ackncwledging gifts, etc.

44. Schedule purchases of library materials in order to operate within the
budget

45. Work with contract and/or purchasing department(s) of the college/
university to identify requirements and develop draft procedures for
purchasing library materials

46. Work with serials control staff to develop draft procedures for order-
ing and fiscal control of serialsinunbered series

5 1 fi



ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

Fiscal SIntla

47. Work with the finance and accounting department of the college /univer-
oity to identify requirements and develop draft procedures for
processing invoices for payment

48. Supervise invoice processing for acquisition of library materials

receive and log in packing slips /invoices from acquisitions and
serials control staff with receipt information noted

receive and log in original invoices
match original invoices with annotated packing slips/invoice

copies
convert currency to U.S. dollars, if required
search/request search of acquisition and serials control files to

verify receipt, if necessary
maintain record of expenditures by account, including charges to

individual departments/programs within the college/university
process approved invoices for payment and forward than to the

appropriate fiscal office
process purchase order documents as required
receive correspondence from suppliers
draft replies to correspondence concerning payment problems
prepare prepayment statements if required
maintain files of invoices and other documents related to the

purchase of library materials
prepare reports of expenditures and balances in all accounts
maintain a record of invoice processing statistics

49. Maintain control of the library materials budget; notify the aecticn
manager of situations which may require special action

50. Review reports of expenditures and balances in all accounts as
prepared by an accounting technician; draft narrative statements to
accompany the reports, if required

51. Approve/modify draft replies to correspondence concerning payment
problems

52. Mork with the finance and amounting department of the college/univer-
sity to establish deposit accounts with certain suppliers

53. Determine the average cost of each type of library material purchased

54. Project budget requirements for purchasing library materials for the
new fiscal year

619



ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

Fiscal Control (cont!.,

55. Assess performance of existing equipment/Systems used in acquisitions
and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems

56. Reccamend acquisition of new /additional Equipment/Systems

57. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment/systems

58. Supervise in-house operation' and maintenance of equipment/systems

59. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment /systems

60. Draft statements of work for contact proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

61. Evaluate contractors' proposals

62. Train and supervise entry level staff and accounting technician(s)

63. Assist in the selection of new professional staff and accounting
technician(s)

64. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Belectio

65. Select and maintain an up-to-date collection of selection tools and
aids to bibliographic verification

:;6. Work with reference and interlibrary loan section staff members and
with departmental/special collection librarians to analyze library
resources in the area and make reccsmendaticns concerning the degree
to which duplication of collections should occur. Identify subject
areas in which resource sharing may be mutually beneficial

67. Work with reference staff, departmental/Special collection librarians,
and faculty advisory groups to identify user needs and activities and
charges occurring in the user population which will influence
selection of library materials



ACTIVITIES

AWSITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Selection (cant'

68. Formulate draft selection and retention policies for all types of
library materials

69. Prepare draft selection guidelines to be used by staff and faculty
advisory groups as an aid to interpreting selection policies

70. Periodically review staff select os to ensure more uniform inter-
pretation of the selection poi:" les; constrict training sessions as
required

71. Participate in meetings of faculty advisory groups which review lists
of materials selected for purchase

72. Evaluate the existing collecticm(s) and identify areas of weakness

73. Prepare lists of materials to be purchased in order to upgrade areas
of weakness in the collecticn(s)

74. Together with departmental/special collection librarians, reference
staff and faculty advisory groups, compile lists of reference books
and standard works that comprise a basic collection in each major
subject area. New editions of these materials are purchased
automatically

75. Together with departmental/special collection librarians, reference
and reader services staff and faculty advisory groups, select
materials for branch oAlection4

76. Develop guidelines for identifying materials in the collection(s)
which Should be retained in microform for preservation

77. Review damaged materials identified by collection maintenance staff;
determine which materials Should be replaced, discarded, rebound, or
replaced by a new edition or more recent work on the same subject

78. Select items which have been weeded or set aside for disposal which
may be offered to exchange partners, if appropriate

79. Identify existing collections of special value to the library which
are advertised for sale or which may be solicited as gifts

8 21



ACLIVITIES

ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Mbar

80. Function as a technical expert in all matters of selection and
acquisition of library materials

81. Work with senior reader services, cataloging and serials control staff
members to identify proccessing priorities and draft guidelines for
priority assignment to all incoming library materials

82. Make preliminary arrangements for obtaining designation as a full/
partial depository for government dominate

83. Interview salesmen and publishers' and dealers' representatives to
learn about forthcoming publications, revisions of standard reference
works, services offered, etc.

84. Assist the section manager in negotiating with publishers' and
dealers' representatives to set up on approval programs and other
services

85. Prepare an evaluation of each dealer's performance for review by the
section manager

86. Develop procedures for acquisition of theses and dissertations, as
required

87. Develop procedures fo: acquisition of materials for the university
archives collection

88. Identify sources for obtaining out of print materials which are to be
replaced/added to the collection

89. Draft a gift acceptance policy statement

90. identify potential exchange partners

91. Draft an exchange policy statement

92. Draft documentation to establish an exchange program

93. Supervise the exchange program

94. Appraise the value of highly specialized !Ind rare materials

95. Identify sources for disposal of unwanted materials

9 22



ACITVITIES

ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Other (cant'd1,

96. Draft documentation to set up disposal program, including special
provisions for disposal of classified materials

97. Draft all selection and acquisition procedures and policies; draft
revisions as requited

98. Flowchart and document selection and acquisition procedures

99. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

100. Analyze statistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

101. Train and supervise mid level staff

102. Participate in committees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

103. Function as section manager in his/her absence

10 23
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BasiaJOuarladga

*** Jamie* related to literacy, nmeracy, comunications, etc.

Su ItectInatledse

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign langLages

LiblimiLinfonntignfigiancraagraedge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of altecnetiveappcoedhes to the organisation of infonntion
* knowledge of alternetizeappcoadhes to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities

*** knowledge of bow to learn an an ongoing bests

aboicaadedgranatiJaciantaon_work_env

* knowledge of the expanding information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

** knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

ItaculedaiLiebatmELILikne

** knowledge of the acquisitions function, the range of services and
products offered (both Woad sr I potential)

* Molder* of the activities that are required # offer the services and
wane the products

* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

** knowledge of aorpdsition tools and sources of bibliographic informatics
** knowledge of acquisition methods and techniques
* knowledge of perform°, od and how it can be nossured
* knowledge of job respa Ib&lItiss and working conditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable compensation, benefits, etc.)

ll 25



EngdlesigtQUICK1121bAttra

* knowledge of has to perform the various activities
** knowledge of how to use the acquisitions tools and sources of

bibliographic information
* knowledge of how to apply the acquisitions methods and techniques
* knowledge of personnel procedures

=fledge of the institutionimmdand itslarna.

* knowledge of the misaion, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role cf the
library within the institution

** knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

* knowledge of the policies and procedures reinvent to the library
* knowledge of the various resouw available within the library (e.g.,

personnel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' information neeJs and requirements
* knowledge of the oollectice, and of related collections

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

** greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and how

they relftelzacqpisitions
** knowledge of available vendor-supplied eystems, services and products

to support acquisitions
** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products

12 26



NZQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

*** greater depths of knowledge specified above
* bacidediN of ;dale relations techniques

*** law ledge of statistical 1.1scription, analysis, interpretation and
prestim

** knowledge
enta
of the costs associated with Library resources (materials,

pommel, space, etc.)
** bow ledge of cost analysis and Interpretation sethode

*** knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for mediating persemnel
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implicaticas

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art knowledge of Libran research and practice

13 7
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ACQUISITIONS acme LEVEL

BASirangtagcbg

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, communications, etc.

=1=U= ledge
** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served

literature, music, etc.)
** knowledge of forte languages

LibrillelLIOLIIMilthraginoalligtaildge (Generic)

** knowledge of definitics, structure, and founts of inforsaticn
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to the orgenisatias of information
** Imowledge of alternative awned= to retrieval of information

*** knowledge of alternative approaches to informatics% management
*** knowledge of available and merging information technologies and their

applicatices
* knowledge of aspleted and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of meet mod: unities

** knowledge of bow to learn an an ongoing basis

2110/1211g2A1231tJaLOCIatigLIMILAniirin62:16

knarla...de of the expanding informatics =sanity, its carticIpents and
their interrelationthips (social, eamonic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizaticnal
structures

** knowledge of the fonctions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

*** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics cad information habits

e. g

ltniatledaaatiaLiaIrLILAIN

** knowledge of the aaguisitions function, the range of services and
products offered (both actual and potential)

* r.ncedsdge of the activities that are required to offer the nervices anti
produce the prodbcts

* Imowledge of the various rellOarCe5 that are necessary to support the
activities

* knowledge of acquisltion tools and sources of bibliographic infoastice
** knowledge of acquisition wethode and tedsiques
** lmowledge of perfanence and bow it can be measured
* knowledge of job and working additions (e.g., range

of duties, probable csipeneation, benefits, etc.)



Spcwledge of had to do work

* Imon"edge of how to peace= the various activities
* knowledge of bow to use the acquisitions tools and sources of

tdbliographic information
* knowledge of how to apply the accpild.tions methods and techniques
* lutowledge Cl personnel procedures

BiailfbasitheinittitutildAtiLliIZAZX
** knowledge of the mission, goals end objectives of the institution

served
** knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the

library within the institutice
** knowledge of the various programs offered and key personal within the

Istitution
* knowledge of the policies aid procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various romances available within the library (e.g.,

personnel, equipment, etc.)
** knowledge of the users' infoimmtio needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other section in the library and how

they relate to acquisition
* knowledge of available vendor- supplied systems, services and products

to surixet acquisition
** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organisation
** knowledge of evalutiai methods and tesbniques to evaluate systems,

services and prodicts
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PCQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of !mow ledge specified above
* be/ledge of politic re.latiass techniques
** Imes ledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
** knowledge of the oasts associated with library resources Omterials,

personnel, space, etc.)
** knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
** knowledge of nstbods of resource allocation
** Imowledge of standsrds, weasures and netb3ds for evaluating personnel
** knowledge of alternative sonagesent structures and their 1splicatiass

for the operation of the library
** state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice

16 31
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BaSicakilla

*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, camicatials, etc.

fikiLiiiikliitecUALSRadflcatatiEitieff

Ability to:

* perform each activity
***establimb rapport with users and colleagues
** commuchoftwell by written, verbal and non-wertel means

conduct= interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and reccmmendations based on available information

supervise staff
*** work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* emiuseffective4 timely, and wellinformed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** Renege time effectively

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

2111mBelataitALEIGURacitiakltiiik/

*** Skills listed above are developed to a grottos extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the orgenisatice and not just the library
* anticipate lang-range nesde of library
design mystmasand pcoosdnres to iipoopellbwary mentions

* arbitrate and to



ACQuisrrioNs SENIOR LEVEL

*** Skills listed the are developed to a greeter extent

Ability to:

*** apply aetbxls aE siessuraseat aid evaluation
*** budget sod sake projections
*** optimise the use of library resources
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Buia_21.1.11

" literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytiad, comunizeticas, etc.

grills Related t_o ,eci£ic Activities

Ability to:

* estebliah rapport with users and colleagues
* commicete well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
* conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with in:livid:Ws and groups

" collect, analyse and intaymt data
" melte decisions and reccmendatims bend an available infomatitn
* supervise staff
* work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* mike effective, timely, and well -- informed decisions
" isolate and define problem and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
menage time effectively

ACQUISITIONS MD LEVEL

Slcillt; Related to Each Specific Activity

Ability to:

** perceive the needs of the organisation and not just the library
** anticipate long-range needs of library
** design glisten and procedures to improve Meaty mans
** arbitrate and negotiate

ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Ability to:

** apply methods of masuremnt and evaluation
* budget and make projections

** optisdse the use of library resources
19
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inTrmxxs

ACQUISITIONS

DiSP2AitiMAIIttitildffA

AttitIWAIL:AlaaiDettitigle

** Respect for profession
** Respect for the library
* Respect for the print organisation

Attitlidt112SaDth2Lieglie

Taa =LDS=

*** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

TARJAZIWILIDUrabrkRIAW

** Respect oo-workers
* Like to work with others/as a teas
Like to work on an

** Willingness to drat upon and share knowledge and erperience with
others

** Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

122/E2DALLIALlitifl

** Alertness
** Assertiveness
*** Compassion/Kindness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness

** Dependability
* Determination/Tenacity
* Diplomacy
* saurian! stability
* Fairness
* Flezilxility/Versatility
* Imagination
* Inquisitiveness

20
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ACQUISITIONS

2eringLaaitifedonta
** Leadership ability
* Neatness
* Need for achievement

* abiect-tvitY
* opewilindedmee

* Optimism/Positive attitude
** Organisetian
* Pet dance

* Physical endurance
* Neemencefhl
* SensitiveVlboughtf ul

* Sense of humor
** Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

AttitudgaJklatisLtaiisierfork&anninition

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

** Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail

** Willingnems to adc gnestices
** Desire to work to best of ability
** Responsiveness to time constraints
*** Mammy

* Willingness to get hands dirty
** Attention bo detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
** Desire to fallow-through
* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
* Willingness to prolate library and its services
* View of library as part of a larger information awironnent
* Viet of library as an organization
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short -temp gains for long-term goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity

*** Wriety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field

** Positive attitude toward jab
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ACMISITIONS

DiEllaNitialitUttitate
littitadgraajard Inatituticia

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Deep ct for the pore* organizatial

AttitudeaToward Other People

:tward Nere

* Respect were
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to alike others feel comfortable
* Semeltive to others' needs

Toward Others in the Work ace

* Respect awockers
* Li loe to wo. with others/as a teem

Like te IA an omn .

* ifillingnt.a to draw upon and share knowledge and emperience with
others

* Supportive of co-workers
* aljoi managing/supervising others

pgrapno. Oualitiw

* Alertness
* COnfidsnoe
* Cheerfubmss
* Dependibility
* Determination/Veracity
* Ddplommcy
* Rectimal stability
* Fairness
*

Imagination
* Inquisitiveness

22
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ACQUISITIOIC

Per 12 Qualities (cont'd)

* Neatness
* Objectivity
* Open-mindedness
* OptimdspOositiveattitude
* Organisation
* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/ Work/Organize/co

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to take /accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to leszn/try
* Willinpess to fail
* Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to test of ability
* Responsiveness to time constraints
* Accuracy
* Attention to detail
* Desire to follow - through

* Service orientation
* Organisational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services

** view of library as part of a larger info:nation environment
* View of library as an organisation
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short -term gains for long-tere goals
* Political sense
* Cbr.osity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Dee4re to remain current in specific andlgeneral subject field
* Positive attitude toward job

42
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CATALOGING WM/ LEVEL

1. Supervise and perform, as required, pre-cataloging searching

2. Perform descriptive cataloging (with or without copy) for materials
which will require original cataloging

3. Determine main and added entries

4. Assign subject headings from the approved list(s) of headings

5. Classify materials using the approved classification systemls)

6. Establish cataloging authority data

7. Establish cross reference data

8. Code cataloging and authority data for data entry as part of the
cataloging process, or prepare the main entry catalog card

9. Recatalog and reclassify materials already in the collection, as
required

10. Consult reference books and/or online files, and/Cc make phone calls
to obtain information necessary for cataloging

11. Refer cataloging problems to higher level staff

12. Keep abreast of changes relating to cataloging procedures (e.g.,

in-house memos, LC rule interpretations of AACR 2, new subject terms,
updated instructions for searching/updating online files, etc.)

13. Maintain a record of pre-cataloging searching statistics

14. Maintain a record of cataloging statistics

MIME

15. Write mews and letters as required

16. Prepare manuals of procedures for pre-cataloging searching

17. Select/develop a processing form to be use in pre-cataloging searching

18. Make recosendations to the section/branch manager for improvement in
operations of the unit/section/brandh and for imprommet in biblio-
graphic access to the collection(s)

19. Attend and viticipate in staff meetings



ACTIVITIES

CATALOGING EMI'S! LEVEL

QUIraLimtal

20. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/mtion/tranch to
visitors, as requested

21. Train and supervise pre-cataloging searchers

22. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

23. Assist section/branch manager in writing job descriptions for self and
staff supervised

24. Assist section/branch manager in developing performance standards for
self and for staff supervised

25. Assist sectimilmauxt manager in the review and performance evaluation
of staff supervised

26. Assist in the selection of new technicians

27. Keep abreast of developments in the information field or library
practice that affect cataloging, classification, and bibliographic
files and networks

28. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

29. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

CATALOGING KID MEL

30. Perform cataloging and classification of difficult materials

31. Supervise limited cataloging of certain types of library materials
(e.g., fiction, biographies) and titles for which network supplied
cataloging will be accepted

32. Supervise Catering, as required

33. Handle cataloging problems enoountered by entry level staff; refer to
higher level staff, if necessary

34. Maintain a statistical record of cataloging difficult items



CATALOGIN3 MID LEVEL

35. Maintain a record of limited cataloging statistics

36. Maintain a record of Qittering statistics

BibliSSEghicrFian

37. Supervise maintenance of accession records, if appropriate

38. Supervise online entry of cataloging data and/or locator data, if
appropriate

39. Supervise proofreading of computer printouts of cataloging data, if
appropriate

40. Supervise ordering/preparation of card sets, if a card catalog is
maintained

41. Supervise processing of card sets received with pre-processed library
materials

42. Supervise and revise filing of cards, if required

43. Supervise physical maintenance of the card catalog, if required

replace catalog cards, guide cards, and drawer labels
shift cards

44. Supervise updating the bibliographic files (online or manual)

add/correct locator data
indicate number of copies owned
indicate holdings data for multi-volume sets
indicate withdrawal or loss of materials
delete/Correct incorrect records

45. Supervise distribution of bibliographic records/files to departmental
libraries and special collections

46. Supervise production of lists of new accessions; forward than to the
circulation section/branch for distribution

47. Maintain statistical records of cperations relating to the creation
and maintenance of bibliographic files



cITALOGING MID LEVEL

ligterials_Processinq

48. Supervise the physical processing of all items to be added to the
library's collection(s):

mark materials with the library system's identification and
identification for departmental libraries/special collections

affix security labels
type and apply classification labels
prepare item cards for circulation, or affix circulaticn bar

code/OCR lables
affix date due slips, if required
open new books
apply purchased covers

mount pamphlet-type materials in special binders
place AN, materials in proper storage containers, if required

segregate materials requiring special treatment or repairs and
deliver to collection maintenance section/branch

place new materials on appropriate book trucks and deliver to
designated locations in college/university library or to
departmental/special collections

49. Maintain statistical records of operations relating to the physical
processing of materials

50. Prepare manuals of procedures for limited cataloging, Cuttering,
creation and maintenance of bibliographic files, and for physical
processing of library materials

51. Prepare manuals of procedures for handling bibliographic records /files
in branches

52. Select/develop processing forms/input forms to be used in all
activities supervised

53. work closely with collection maintenance staff and selecticn staff
during inventories and/or weeding so bibliographic files may be
updated as required

54. Assess performance of existing equipnent/systens used in cataloging
and investigate capabilities of other equipment /systems

55. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipnent/systens

27



ACTIVITIES

C7SALOGIM MID LEVEL

Other (cunt' dl

56. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment /systems

57. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

58. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment/Systems

59. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

60. Evaluate contrPctors' proposals

61. Assess quality of supplies used in physical processing of library
materials

62. Work with circulation and collection maintenance staff members to
recommend changes in supplies/Methods for physical processing of
library materials when current processing is inadequate

63. Train and supervise entry level catalogers

64. Train and supervise technicians, paraprofessionals, and volunteers;
train appropriate staff in departmental libraries/special collections
to handle bibliographic records/files as required

65. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

66. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

CITALOGING SENIOR LEVEL

=lasing

67. Function as a technical expert in the cataloging section/branch

68. Determine level of cataloging (full or limited) for all materials
received for cataloging

69. Assign materials to each cataloger

70. Supervise recordkeeping indicating location in section/branch of each
item to be cataloged

28 48



KTIVITIES

CRTALOGIM SENIOR LEVEL

Dueggainsussawsu

71. Revise all cataloging performed in section/branch and/or under
contract to ensure consistency of interpretation of library's
cataloging policies and standards

72. Maintain a statistical record for each cataloger indicating quantity
and quality of cataloging produced

73. Maintain a summary record of revision statistics

Zhu
7k. Maintain an up-to-date collection of reference works necessary to

support cataloging and creation of authority records

75. Prepare cataloging manuals and other aids to improve the quality of
cataloging produced by the section/branch or by contractors

76. Select/develop cataloging input forms

77. Draft cataloging procedures and policies; draft revisions as required

78. Draft guidelines : r determining level of cataloging to be given to
various categories of library materials

79. Keep abreast of developments in network, national, and international
standards for bibliographic description

80. Together with the section/branch manager, represent the library at
bibliographic network /consortia meetings

81. Keep abreast of the educational and/or research information needs of
the college/university canmunity so that proper assignment of subject
headings and classification numbers may provide users with ready
access to topics of special importance

82. recommend expansion of the library's classification system(s) as
required

83. Reomeld expansion of the library's standard list of subject head-
ings, as required

84. Work with serials control and interlibrary loan staff members to
produce and/or update the library's serials holdings list

85. Make inquiries and recommendations concerning the advertisement, pub-
lication, and distribution of book/OON catalogs, lists of new titles
cataloged, etc.

29
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CATALOGING SENIOR LEVEL

Other (cunt' d)

86. Reccamend participation in bibliographic network(s)/projects

87. Supervise the procedures and quality of data for input to union
catalogs and bibliographic networks/projects

88. Flowchart and document all cataloging section/branch procedures

89. Assist section/branch manager in ca-going systentz analysis of the
section/branch

90. Analyze cataloging section/branch statistics and prepare draft
statistical reports

91. Train and supervise mid level staff

92. Participate in committees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

93. Function as section/branch manager in his/her absence

30
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atc knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, commications, etc.

fiddiaLkutded92

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

LibrazzAllesumatiaLiTlenceEnadedge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, and forests of informaticm
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
*** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities

** knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

SaadisbraiLINUnfamviticnisulLemtliniarta

*** knowledge of the expanding information comunity, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

*** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

** knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

rormlesteatzhataivrLissiza

** knowledge of the cataloging fraction, the range of services and
pcodocts offered (both ached and potential)

** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
palate the products

* knoaedge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

*** knowledge of cataloging tools and sources of bibliographic information
*** knowledge of cataloging methods and
* Imowledge of perfononce andlltameitircen In measured
* knowledge of job ties and working conditions (e.g., range

of duties, oceponsatiak, benefits, etc.)
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liaraLlacinALNALLQcicusra

* knowledge of how to perform the various activities
** knowledge of how to use the cataloging tools and sources of

bibliographic information
** knowledge of how to apply the cataloging methods and tedmigmes
* knowledge of personnel procedures

Idnawl of the institution served and its library

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

** knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

personnel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' informatics needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

CATALOG= MID LEVEL,

*** greater depths of knowledge apecifiedl above
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and how

they relate to cataloging
* knowledge of available vendor - supplied system, services and products

to support cataloging
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products



*** greater depths of lmowledge specified above
* Imoodedge of public relations techniques
* Imo, ledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
** Imeededge of the costs ammoniated with library resources (materials,

personnel, space, etc.)
* knowledge of cost madysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation

*** lmowledge of standards, Ensures and methods for evaluating personnel
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the caperatial of the library
** state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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Dlailedge_ge how to do work

* knowledge of bow to use the cataloging tools and sources of
bibliographic infonpation

* knowledge of personnel procedures

aridledgeALUILinatitIati212213tedArs1 its library

** knowledge of the =bake, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various program offered and key personnel within the
institution

* knowledge of the policies aid procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various moms available within the library (e.g.,

pmrsonnel, equipmat, etc.)
** knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

CATALOGING MID LEVEL

** knowledge of the opnrmtions of other sections in the library and how
they relate to cataloging

** knowledge of available vendor-supplied systems, services and products
to support cataloging

** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organisation

** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products
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OLTALOGING SENIOR LEVEL

* knowledge of public relations techniques
* knowledge of stati tical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
* knowledge of the costs associated with library resources (materials,

personnel, space, etc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods

** knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel

** knowledge of alternative management Structures and their implications
for the operation of the library

* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, cammicaticris, etc.

fikUILBSULMLIOAMAffleactizitits

Ability to:

* perform activity
* establish rump:A:with mere and colleagues
* commuminitewell by written, verbal and nonverbal weans
* conduct an interview
* conaact meetings with indi..duals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and reccommdations based on available information

supervise staff
* work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* sake effective, tismay, and well-inforned decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** mange time effectively

CATAIDGIN3 MID LEVEL

Skills Related to Ehch Sic Activity

*** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the organization and not just the library
* anticipate long-range needs of library
* design systems and procedures to improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate



CATALOGING SENIOR LEVEL

*** Malls listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** apply methods ci measurement mad eraluacion
** budget and sake projections
** optimise the use of library resources
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Buic Skills

* literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, cmmunimtions, etc.

fikillsRelataLtaAvcificatatimitiel
Ability to:

** (stabil& rapport with users and colleagues
* cammicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal weans
* ccaduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups

** collect, analyze and interpret data
* make declaims and recommendations beefed on available info:maim
** supervise staff
* work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
* menage time effectively

CATAIDGING MID LEVEL

Skills Related to Each Specific Activity

** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** perceive the needs of the orgenisatim and not just the library
** anticipate long-range needs of library
** design systems and procedues to improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate

CATAILIGIN; SENIOR LEVEL

Ability to:

* apply methods of measurement and evaluation
* budget and make projections
* optimise the nee of library resources
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CATALOGING

Diamaitioulltttitudeti

Attatielesilioullontrititigna

*** Respect for profession
** Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent orgenimtion

attitudea2atuilltherftgat
Toward Use

*** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

IMILtUth2TILILlhaliszliplito

sr** Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a teem
* Like to work cc own
* Willingness to draw wan and share knowledge and experience with

others
** Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

*** Alertness
** Assertiveness
**accession/Kindness
* Confidence

** Cheerfulness
*** Dependability

* Determination/Tenacity
** Edplamacy
* !Motional stability
* Fairness
* PilexibiLtty/Versatility
* Imagination
* Inquisitiveness

** Leadership ability
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CATAIDGIN3

Zumnialallitimilgait2s11

* Neatness
* Need for achievement
* Objectivity
Cpen-mindedness

* Optimis/ Positive attitude
**Organizatics
* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Mescurceful
* Sensitive/Thoughtful

** Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tblerance

ilttitudeLiklatitirslIciattatriakganizatign

Individual should demonstrate:

***Willingness to tnke/nocept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

**
** Willingness to reepond to authority, apply and follow policy

Desire to learn/try
Willingness to fail

***Willingness to ask questions
*** Desire to work to best of ability
** Responsiveness to time constraints
*** Accuracy

Willingness to get hands dirty
*** Attention to detail

* Willingness do clerical tasks
* Desire to fallarthrough
* Service orientation

** Organizational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of libraries part of a larger lafoanatial environment
* View of library as an organization
* Ability to see broad picture
Ability to sacrifice abort -team gains for long -tea goals

* Political sense
* Cbriosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Desire to regain current in specific and general subject field

** Positive attitude taiard job
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CATALOGING

Dispositional Attitudes

attitudes Toward Institutions

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organisation

AttitzlegagarsUllagilmae
Toward Users

* Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to sake others feel ccaforteble
* Sensitive to others' needs

Turd Others in the Workplace

* Respect co- workers
* Like to work with others/as a teas
* Like to work on own
* Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy nenagIng/supervising others

personal Oualitieg

* Alertness
* Cbnfidence
* Cheerfulness
* Dependability
* Deterahaticn/Fenacity
* Rmotional stability
* Fairness
* Flexibility/Versatility
* Theginatial
* Ingielithnswma
* Need for adhievement
* Objectivity
* Ogen-sindedhess
* Optimita/Positive attitude
* Organization
* Patience



AMALIE

CATALOGING

personal Oua (cont'd)

* Physical endurance
* Resourceful
Sensitivedtboughtful

* Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to JobP, k")rganizaticn

Individual should demonstrate:

* Wi llincvnes to take/accept respcnsibility
* Willingness to tate initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and folks/ polio'
* Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness ask questicns
* Desire to work to best of ability
* wpcasiveness to tine constraints
* 71ozuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty
* Attenticn to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
* Desire to follow-through
* Service orientation
* Organizational idefiLity

* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library ne part of a larger infoznaticn environment
* View of library as on organization
* Ability to see broad pic....ze

* Ability to sacrifice short-tem gains fe:.r long -team goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity
* Vbriety of interests
* Desire It:4) grow professionally
* Desire to rennin current in specific and general subjerA field
* Positive attitude toward job
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ACZIVITIES

CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES ENrECI LEVEL

1. Supervise daily operation of the circulation desk:

receive requests for materials
fulfill requests for materials
issue, renew, receive materials
examine returned materials for damage, proper markings, etc.
discharge materials
maintain Osculaticn files for regular and long term loan periods
reserve books for individual users
follow-up overdues
collect overdue fines
collect funds for lost materials
maintain record of funds collected and charges assessed
register users
maintain registration file
provide users with information on circulation policies and pro-

cedures
place returned materials on appropriate book trucks
forward damaged materials to the collection maintenance section
maintain record of circulation and user statistics
maintain temporary files of requests for materials owned but not

found in the collection
maintain temporary files of requests for materials not owned by

the library

2. Attempt to locate requested materials that technicians/users report as
"mot found on shelf"

3. Refer users to interlibrary loan section to obtain materials that are
needed

4. Perform circulation procedures when necessary

5. Supervise and schedule shelving/storage of circulated materials in the
collections

6. Compile readIng lists on special subjects

7. Recamend acquisition of new materials for the colleztion(s)

8. Assist users in locating materials in the catalog and in the oollec-
tion(s)

9. Monitor use of rare and valuable materials

10. Assist users in the operation of A-V and other equipment
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ACTIVITIES

CIRCELATION AND READER SERVICES ENTRY LEVEL

11. Schedule facilities for users to preview films and other kV software

12. Supervise the distribution of new accessions lists

13. Set up and maintain display of new books in the reading roam

14. Supervise shelving of the current journal issues in the reading room

15. Supervise orderly maintenance of the reading roan (clearing tables,
re-shelving newspapers, etc.)

16. Schedule use of meeting roans

17. Schedule use of study roans, special carrels, typing roans, etc.

18. Supervise the asignment of lockers, personal shelving space, etc.

19. Hardie user complaints; refer to higher level staff if appropriate

20. Keep informed of current copyright legislation and its impact on
libraries and users

21. Conduct library business by phone, when appropriate

22. Write memos and letters, as require

23. Prepare manuals of procedures

24. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in opera-
tions of the unit/section and for improvement in services to users

25. Attend and participate in staff meetings

26. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested

27. Train and supervise technicians, paraprofessional staff, and student
workers

28. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

29. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

30. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for se:f and
for staff supervised



AM'IVITIES

aRCULATION AND READER SERVICES ENTRY LEVEL

31. Asbist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised

32. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library prac-
tice, or legislation that affect circulation and use of library
materials

33. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

34. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES MID LEVEL

35. Supervise the daily operation of the reserve roam anc circulation of
reserve materials

36. Receive and supervise processing of faculty requests for placing
materials on reserve

37. Notify acquisitions staff when multiple copies of reserve materials are
needed

38. Review requests for "not found" and "not owned" materials and forward
requests for selected {tomb to the acquisitions section

39. Notify acquisitions section of library materials which have been loo3t
by users and require replacement

40. Ensure proper posting of copyright legislation notice on all copying
machines

41. Plan and conduct library orientation and education sessions for groups
of users (e.y., term paper workshops, subject bibliography courses)

42. Plan and conduct other group activities for users (film forums, book
review --)s. etc.)

43. Devise tools and displays which will ease access to oollectior and
motivate use

44. Cooperate with special interest groups to plan displays, prepare spe-
cial reading lists, etc.



ACITVITIES

CIRCOLATICJN AND READER SERVICES MID LEVEL

45. Rake preliminary selection of forms and/Or develop draft record formats
for all circulation files and operations

46. Work with interlibrary loan section staff and collection maintenance
staff to develop procedures and resolve problems relataR Po use of the
circulation files/system for interlibrary loan purposes, for control of
materials sent to the bindery, and for use in identifying materials for
possible weeding

47. Work with the collection maintenance staff to develop procedures and
resolve problems related to the daily operation and maintenance of the
library's security system by circulation staff

48. Work with nollection maintenance staff to draft procedures for
maintaining security of the collections if ter regular hours of
operation when late night study roans are open

49. Work with collection maintenance and cataloging staff members to recom-
mend Changes in supplies /methods for physical processing of library
materials when current processing is inadequate

50. Supervise the operation of the b. photocopying facility

51. Assess performance of existina equipment/systems used in circulation
and investigate capabilities of other equipnent/systens

52. Recommend acquisition of nog/additional equipment/systens

53. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment /systems

54. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment /systems (in-
cluding AV har&are)

55. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment/systems

56. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

57. Evalllate contractors' proposals

58. Train and supervise entry level staff

59. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

60. Write articles for professional journals /newsletters when appropriate
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AMIVITIES

CIROLASICN AND READER SERVICES SENIOR LEVEL

61. Function as a technical expert in the section

62. Draft procedures to expedite return of circulated materials to the col-
lection(s)

63. Develop draft standards for providing service to the college/university
community

64. Recommend alternatives to traditional library services (e.g., mini
libraries in shopping malls)

65. Analyze library resources in the area, user needs and activities, and
changes occurring in the college/university environment which will
influence library service needs and selection of library materials.

66. Identify items in the collection(s) which have not circulated within a
sper:ified time period; refer items to selection staff for possible
weeding or removal to an annex

67. Make inquiries and recommendations concerning the advertisement, publi-
cation, and distribution of print and non-print materials prepared by
section staff

68. Draft circulation procedures and policies; draft revisions as required

69. Flaochart and document circulation procedures

70. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

71. Analyze circulation statistics and prepare draft statistical reports

72. Analyze financial data and prepare draft financial report

73. Supervise mid level staff

74. Participate in canmittees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

75. Fbnction as section manager in his/her absence



COMM %NIES VALIESTED AS
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CIRMIATION & REAM SERVICES ENI'RY LEVEL

Basic knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, nomeracy, counicaticos, etc.

&i412GUIGNIedge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

Libauxjanficcition Science Knowledge (Generic)

knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approachm to the organization of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information tecbnologies and their

applications
** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
* knowledge of bow to learn on an ongoing bests

BaadisimabctutinflumatimasulusErinzonta

* knowledge of the expanding information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and Jamaica habits

EnCadirbLiithdritiamLiaigo

**Iummiledge of the circulation function, the mogul of services and
pcodnotL offered (bAllamtuel and potential)

* knowledge of ale activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the products

* knowledge of the %rims resources that are necessary to support the
activities

* knowledge of circulation systems
* knowledge of circolatire methods and techniques
* knowledge of marketing teubnigues and public relations
* knowledge of perfornoe and how it can be measured
* knowledge of jdb ities and working conditions (e.g., range

of dales, probable amensation, benefits, etc.)
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CIRCULATION & READER SERVICES ENTRY LEVEL

EasagesiasUlxtaskLiork
* knowledge of how to perform the various activities

** knowledge of how to use the circulation systems
** knowledge of how to apply the circulation netball; and tedbniques
* knowledge of personnel procedures

BROwledae of the institution served its library

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

** knowledge of the policies and procalues relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various resources available within the Library (e.g.,

personnel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

CIRCULATION & READER SERVICES KED LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge ified above
* knowledge of tie operations oepecf other sections in the library and how

they relate to circulation and user services
* knowledge of available vendor-supplild systems, services and products

to support circa:Latium and user auvides
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of evaluation media.% and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products



RUTLEDGE

CIRMATION AND READER SERVICES SENIOR LEVEL

** greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretatim and

presentation
** knowledge of the costs associated with library resources (materials,

persomel, spice; etc.
knowledge of cost analysis

)

and interivetation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating pbrecnnel
* knowledge of alternative menage sit srmatures aid their laplioatiais

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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CATION & READER SERVICES EERY LEVEL

ISON1022....QUXILIOALMrk

* knowledge of how to perform the various activities
* lmowledge of hat to we the circulation Lytton
* knowledge of how to apply the circulation methods and techniques

I o :1 1 -,1 %

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institu:ion
served

* knowledge of Cie structrze of the institution and the role c the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered aid key perscanel within the
institution

* lmcwledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various rftiources available within the library (e.g.,

Personnel, equipment, etc.)
knoleirsz of the users' information needs and requirements

* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

CIRCULATION & READER SERVICES MID LEVEL

* greater depths of Imowledge specified above
* knoledge of the operation of other section; in the library and bow

they relate to circulatica and user services
** knowledge of available vendor-supplied system, services ane products

to support circulation and user services
* knowledge of the amitracting process, both in general and within the

organisatice
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES 

* greeter depths of knowledge specified above * knaoledge of 
pr 

statistical descriralon, enalysis, interpretation and 
eserlation 

knowledge of the costs associated with l 
b ibrary resoaroes °rterials, 

personnel, sptoe, O.) 
knowleoz, of cost analysis and interpretation methods * 
knowledge of methods of reeource allocation * 
knowledge of sUundirds, measures and methods f wahaatirci personnel * 
ktacwledge of althrustive affinagratent arm" wee ana that implications for Lae gpert--on of the library * state-of-the-ev, Inowitedge of library research and practice 

SENIOR LEVEL 
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES ENTRY LEVEL

Basic Skillg

*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, communiosticns, etc.

Skills Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

* perform egcb activity
** establish rapport with users and colleagues
* cossunioste well by written, verbal and non - verbal means
* conduct an intervies
conduct meetings with individuals and groups

* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make declaims and recamendatiais based on available inforintion
* supervise staff
* work Independently and in groups
* deve3i criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well - informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their, solution
**swage time effectively

CIPCULATION AND READER SERVICES PliD LEVEL

skills Related to Each Specific Activity

*** &ills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* pr wive *the needs of the organisation and not just the library
inticipace long -range needs of library

* design systems and procedures to improve library ope:Adons
* arb,trate and negotiate
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES SENIOR LEVEL

*** Skills listed above are developed to a greeter extent

Ability to:

** apply methods of measurement and evaluation
** budget and make projections
** optimise the nee of library remouroas
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CIRCULATION ?2 READER SERVICES MIRY LEVEL

Skills Related to amitkilatlyitisii

Ability to:

* perform sat activity
* establish rapport with ewers and colleagues
* amanicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
* conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyse and interpret data
* make decisions and reommendations based Oa available information
* supervise staff
* work independently and *a groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well-infonled declaims
* isolate and define problems and develop the neceesary criteria and

action for their salutim
* mange time effectively

CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES MID LEVEL

Zane Related to Each Specific Activity

Ability to:

* perceive tbe needs of the organisation and not just the library
le*anticipate long-range needs of library
* design ',stems and procedures to improve library operations

zobittate and negotiate

CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES SENIOR LEVEL

Ability to:

* apply methods of aessurement and evaluation
* budget and make proje Um.-
* optimise the use of library reeourc:es
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES

Attitaideo22ffirlingitutiaris

** 'impact for profession
* Respect for the Library
* Respect for the parcel organisation

ittitudatilasuLgilirsastae
=ward Dserg

*** Respect users
** Like people in general
** Like to help people
* Like to met people
* Like to make others feel comfortable

** Sensitive to others' needs

ZaamilithULILtheiggrikalus

** Despot coworkers
** Like to work with otherp/as a teen

Like to work an own
* Willingness to ass upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
** SOpportive of coworkers
* Enjoy wenaging/supemisIng others

*k* Alertneec
* Assertiveness
* Compassion/Kindness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness

*et Dependability

* Determination/Tenacity
***lip:Wow

* Emotional stability
* Fairness
* Fleibility/Vertiatility
* imagination
* Inquisitiveness
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES

** Leadership ability
* Neatness

*** Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open - sinewiness

* Optimiss/Positive attitude
Organization

**Patience
* Physical endurance
* Mesouroeful
* Stredlivellsnajntful
* Sense of humor

** Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to JobftrkLorgilniAltich

Individual should demonstrate:

*** willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

to to authority, apply and follow policy
to

Willingness to
*** Willingness tc ink questions
** Desire to work to beet of ability
** Despansivenees to tine manta:Lints
***ACTIWY

to get hands dirty
**11=sto detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks

** Desire to fallow-through
*** Service orientatinl
* Organizational identity
* Ifillingness to promote library and it: services
* view of library as part of a larger information environment
* tew of library as an organization
* &nifty to see broad picture

?Ability to sacrifice abort-term gains for long-term goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow. personally
* Desire to grow professionally

* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
*** Positive attitude toward job
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aRCULATION AND READER SERVICES

Disposition/11 Attitudes

Attitudes Toward Institutions

* Respect for profession
* Respect for t1 library
* Respect for the parent organization

Attitudes Toward Other People

Toward Users

** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like thil&ei
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

TSAfitrlialleLaILLIbLIVASPAUCS

* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a teen
* Like to work on an
* IfMingmess to drag upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy asemaging/supervising others

keresmIssigitieu

* Alertness
* Aseerticenees
* Confidence
* Edplatemcy
* riezibilityPiersatility
* Lt.: :ship ability
* Neansess
* Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindecbess
* Optimism/Positive attitude
* Organization
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CIRCULATION AND READER SERVICES

Personal Oualities lcont'd)

* Patience
* Physicsl endurance
* Resourceful.
* Sensitive/thoughtful
* Same of humor
* Seise of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to JobAgork/Orgenizejan

Individual should dernctistrate:

* Willingness to bike/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to remand to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to ask guesticns
* Desire to work to best of ability
* Responsiveness to time constraints
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
* Service orientation
* Organisational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of lircary as part of a larger informatics environment
* View of library as an organisation
* Ability to see broad picture

* Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long -term Tale
* Political mule
* Curiosity
* Vhriety of interests
* Desire to grow persunaLly
* Desire to grow professionally
* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
* Positive attitude towt d job
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ACADDIIC LIBRARLM1 COPPIMMES

OLLECTION NiatirENIttiCE
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iternams

OOLLECTICti MINI'ENANCE EMMY MEL

,Storage Maintenance

1. Supervise orderly maintenance of shelves and storage areas

place bookends where needed
place :bound serial issues in boxes/holders
perfJrm minor shifting of sections of the collection, as needed
repatice shelf labels and location guides as needed

2. Schedule and superv4se shelf reading

re-shelve materials found in the wrong location
identify items in poor condition

3. Supervise data collection to support planning for shifting the collec-
tion

measure present collection by categories
measure shelving/storage equipment capacity

4. Supervise preFaration of shelves and other storage equipment prior to
shifting the collection

adjust height of shelves
prepare shelf lables and stack guides

Preservation of Materials

5. Receive materials for repair, cleaning, binding or replacement as
identified by circulation staff

6. Receive materials from cataloging which require repair, reinforcement,
special containers or binding

7. Supervise in-bouse treatment of materials

repair pages
clean pages
reinforce bindings
laminate book jackets and paperbacks
prepare containers for periodicals, ANTmateriale, pamphlets
make covers
clean and repair AV materials

8. Supervise procedures to obtain photocopies of missing pages and have
then bound into the proper items



CDLLECTION MAINI'ENANCE WRY LEVEL

=ding
9. Supervise preparation of materials for binding

prepare binding specifications for monographs selected for binding
arrange serial issues in order and tie binding units together
identify incomplete volumes and notify serial records section of

gape; send for binding when volume is complete
prepare binding specifications for each serial title, if not on

file with binder
prepare materials for shipment/pick-up
update binding records with shipment/pick-up date
update circulation records for materials sent to bindery
receive materials from binder
inspect materials for conformity to requirements
check Shipment against binder's packing slip/invoice
update binding records with date of return
update circulation records for materials returned frco bindery
forward invoice to proper office for payment
maintain file of invoices and other documents related to binding
maintain a statistical record of binding operations

Inventory and ifeeding

10. Supervise inventory-taking

assign porticos of the shelflist to each technician
identify materials which are missing
identify materials which lack sh.,flist cards /catalog records
identify materials for which the descriptive cataloging does not

match the piece in hand
identify materials which are labeled incorrectly
deliver shelflist records for missing items to departmental/

special collection librarians for review or to selection
staff

forward records for ittlms missing from departmental/special
collections and selected for replacement to the acquisitions
section for ordering

forward materials to cataloging section which require record crea-
tion/correction/deletion and/or labeling correction
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ODLLECTION MAINTENANCE ENTRY LEVEL

irinntQLYOLEUItedt091211ta.

11. Supervise identificaticn of items for possible weeding

flag library materials that have not circulated during a specified
time period

notify acquisitions secticn or deparbnental/special collection
librarians that selection action is needed

remove materials that have been selected for weeding and forward
to cataloging section for file update

12. Maintain a statistical record of inventory-related operations and weed-
ing operations

Other

13. Handle problems related to collecticn maintenance operaticns; refer
problems to higher level staff, as appropriate

14. Conduct library business by chalet when appropriate

15. Write memos and letters, as required

16. Prepare manuals of procedures

17. Make recanmendatiais to the section manager for improvement in opera-
tions of the unit/section

18. Attend and participate in staff meetings

19. Provide an overview of the operaticns of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested

20. Supervise technicians, paraprofessional staff, and student workers

21. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

22. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

23. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

24. Assist manager in the review and performance evaluaticn of staff
supervised

25. Assist in the selection of new technicians and paraprofessionals
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CDLLECTION PAINIENANCE ENTRY LEVEL

Other (cont' ill

26. KeeF abreast of de ....Lopnents in the information field and library prac-
tice that affect binding, and storage and preservation of library
materials

27. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

28. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

rDLLE(TION MAINIENANCE MID LEVEL

Storage

29. Work with senior staff to develop procedures fog shifting the collec-
tion(s)

30. Supervise the shifting of the collection(s)

ageguatica of Materials

31. Supervise the proper storage and handling of all t- les of library
materials

32. Supervise the preservation treatment of rare/Older materials

33. Identify serialb and other materials available on commercially-produced
microforms which should be acquired for preservation purposes; request
order action by the acquisitions section for selected titles

34. Supervise the microfilming of selected materials for prtsetvation

35. Determine proper treatment of damaged materials

36. Notify acquisitions section of material which needs replacement

37. Gather information on contract repair and rezervation treatment of
materials

38. Investigate the capabilities of various library security systems and
make a recommendation for purchase



COLLECI'ION MINTENANCE MID LEVEL

preservation of Materials (cant' di

39. Train section staff and circulation staff in the operation and main-
tenance of the library's security system

40. Work with circulation staff to develop procedures and resolve problems
related to their daily operation and maintenance of the library's
security system

41. Examine library regularly for sources of moisture, fire or unauthorized
catry

Bind1139

42. Gather information on various binding agents: reputation, price,
of binding available, and average length of time materials are
cessible

types
inac-

43. Prepare draft binding specifications

44. Work with serial records staff to develop procedures for creation of
binding records as part of the serial recorl

45. Prepare draft procedures for in-house binding preparation

46. Work with the proper fiscal office and/or contract office to develop
procedures for processing binding invoices

47. Work with the circulation section staff to develop rv.ocedures for use
of the circulation system to control materials sent tc ie bindery, to
identify heavily used materials, and to identify all materials which
circulated during a specified time period

Inventory and Weeding

48. Work with acquisitions and cataloging section staff members and
departmental/special collection librarians to develop procedures to
coordinate the replacement of missing materials following inventory and
the (plate of cataloging records following inventory or weeding

49. Work with acquisitions and circulation staff members and departmental/
special collection librarians to draft procedures for identifying
materials which should be reviewed for possible weeding
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AC1TVITIES

CCLLECTICN MAINTENANCE MID LEVEL

Wag
50. Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop draft record formats

for all collection maintenance files and operations

51. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems/supplies used in col-
lection maintenance and investigate capabilities of other equipoilt,/
systems/supplies

52. Recommend acquisition of new /additional equipment /systems/supplies

53. Train staff in operation and in -house maintenance of equipment/Systems

54. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

55. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment/systems

56. Draft statements of work foi contact proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

57. Evaluate contractors' proposals

58. Train and supervise Lntry level staff

59. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

60. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

MILLECTION MAINTENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

Storage Maintenance

61. Work wita the circulation section to identify the most heavily used
i4rtions of the collections and to select the type and placement of
storage eltdpment and location guides which Would enable users to more
easily access library materials

62. Work with selection staff to identify areas of anticipated large growth
in the collection(s) and to establish the average growth rate for all
areas of the collection(s)

63. Draft a shelving plan to provide adequate space for growth of the col-
lections, including plans for storing less freugently used materials in
an annex, if required
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ACTIVITIES

COLLECTION NAMENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

Preservation

64. Identify optimum physical conditions for storing various types of
library materials

65. Recamnend improvements which could be made in current conditions to
improve preservation of library materials

66. Draft a plan for regular vermin control in the collections

67. Draft an emergency plan for dealing with possible water and smoke dam-
age to the collection

68. Draft a policy statement concerning the preservation versus the re-
placement of library materials

69. Draft guidelines for staff to use in selecting materials for cleaning,
repair, reinforcement, binding, or replacement

70. Work with selection and reference staff and departmental/special
collection librarians to ioentify materials which should be retained in
microform for preservation

71. Work with selection and reference staff and departmental/special
collection librarians to identify valuable/rare materials in the
collection which require special treatment

72. Work with circulation and reader services staff to draft procedures for
maintaining security of the collections after regular hours of
operation when late night study roans are open

=ding

73. ""Iluate the performance of the binder(s)

Inventory and Weeding

74. Draft procedures for conducting the inventory of the collection(s)

75. Recommend the frequency at which inventories should be conducted

76. Prepare a draft final report on the status of the collection(s) folk/d-
ing inventory



CDLLEMION MINPENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

al=
77. ftnction as a technical expert in all matters related to collection

maintenance operations

78. Draft revisions to collection maintenance policies and procedures as
required

79. Flcwdhart and document collection maintenance

80. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

81. Analyze collection maintenance statistics and prepare draft statistical
reports

82. Analyze financial data and prepare draft financial reports on expendi-
tures for collection maintenance

83. Train and supervise mid level staff

84. Participate in committees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

85. Function as section manager in his/her absence
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aIc knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, comunications, etc.

figizistatigiadedge

knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

* knowledge of foreign languages

Library & Information Science Knowledge (Generic)

knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
* knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

j=w1gdgg about information work environnenti

* knowledge of the expanding information coarmity, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

* knowledge of the mere of the services and products, their Character-
istics and imEouttionbabits

itataldsasebis
** knowledge of the collection maintenance function, the mange of services

and products offered (both actual and potential)
* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and

produce the products
* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the

activities
** knowledge of caner:tics maintaxince tools and sources of information
** knowledge of collection maintemence methods and techniques
* knowledge of performance expected and how it can be measured
* knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions range

of duties, probable compeosation, benefits, etc.)
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nalLEDGE

0:LLECIICO touNTENANCE ENTRY LEVEL

pcwledge of haw to do work

** knowledge of how to perform the various activities
* knowledge of how to use the colledtbrissintenance tools and sources
* knowledge of hoe to apply the collection maintenance methods and

tedhniques
* knowledge of personnel procedures

Dim/ledge of the institution served and its library

* knowledge of the massif:int goals and objectives of the institution
served

knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
institution

* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

personnel, equipment, etc )
* knowledge of the users' informatiai needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

COLLECTION MAINTENANCE MID LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and how

they relate to collection maintenance
knowledge of available vendor- supplied system, services and products

to support colledtionsmdntenance
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products
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COLLECTION MAINTENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

** greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of public relations techniques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
* knowledge of the costs associated with library resources (materials,

personnel, space, etc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
* lolowledge of alternative ssnagesent structures and their implications

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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Magic knowledge

* knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, xamniattials, etc.

EUbiliaLkMiligge

** knowledge of foreign languages

'AIN= JaDignation Science Knowledge (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and feasts of Information
** knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of intonation
* knoyledge of alterrative approaches to retrieval of information

** knowledge of alternative approaches to intonation management
** knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applicationb
** Knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
* knowledge of how to lemnt on an ongoing basis

1edae about information work ennirorments

** knowledge of the expending Information amenity, its participants and
their inter relationehips (social, economic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work stings and their organisational
structures

* knowlchdge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and probcts offered

** knowledge of the peers of the services and predicts, their character-
lett= and intonation habits

pa/ledge of what work is done

* knowledge of the collection maintenance function, the range of services
and products offeref (both actual and potetial)

* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the products

* knowledge of the various resources that arm necessary to support the
activitLas

* knowledge of collection mainteasnoe tools and sources of intonation
* knowledge of collection meintenence methods sta3 techniques
* Imodedge of perfommence espected and how .1d; can be seamed
* knowledge of job responsibilities and worldly: ,Anditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable compensation, benefits, etc.)

1O9





COLLECTION NAINI'ENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of public relations tedmigues
** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
* knowledge of tie costs associated with library resources (materials,

personnel, space, etc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their Implications

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art lmowledge of library research and practice
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Bank Asilla

*** literecy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, ccamunicatices, etc.

fikillaJklistadlaancifiractiyities
Ability to:

* perform Bich activity
* establish rapport with users and crAleagues
* camicate well ty written, verbal and non-verbal aeons
conduct an interview
conduct meetings with individuals and groups

* collect, analyze and interpret data
make decisions and recomerlations based on available information

* tervise staff
** work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** manage time effectively

COLLEMON MAINENANCE MID LEVEL

filsillaiklittaLtsUbslaRecifiradatimiti

* Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the organisation and not just the library
* anticipate long-range needs of library
* design systems and procedures to Improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate
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=LIED.. 'INIENANCE SENIOR LEVEL

** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** apply methods of measurement and evaluation
** budget and make projections
** optimize the use of library resources
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COLLECTION MAINTENANCE ENTRY LEVEL

* literacy, nmeracy, cognitive, analytical, ccoaunicaticns, etc.

fikilliLlIelgsitgArmcific Activities

Ability to:

* perform ma activity
* establish rapport with users and colleagues
* communicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
* conduct an Iemise
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyse and interpret data
* make decisions and reomendatians bawd on available information
* supervise staff
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
** manage time effectively

COLLICTION MAINTENANCE MID LEVEL

Allis Related to Each Specific Activity

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the organizatial and not just the library
* anticipate long-range needs of library
* design gate= and procedures to improve library operatics
* arbitrate and negotiate

COLLECTION MAINIThANCE SENIOR LEVEL

* Skills listed above are developed to a greater extant

Ability to:

** apply methods of measurement and evaluation
* budget and nice projections
* optimise the use of library resources
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°AUCTION MAMMENAICE

ittitildEla22133112EtititiOla

* Respect for professias
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organisation

Attitudes Toward Other People

Toward Users

** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
Like to meet people

* Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive 4-^ others' needs

ItmasiOthers ImLtkaLlic Q.

* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a teen
* Like to work on own
* Millingnees to draw upon and °bare knowledge and experience with

others
* SUpportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

* Alertnens
* Assertiveness
**CanpassionAinciless
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness

** Dependability
* Dateraloatico/Tenacity
* Diplomacy
* Enotional stability
* Fairness
* Flexibility/Versatility
* Imagination
* Inquisitiveness
* Leadership ability
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COLLECTION MAINTENANCE

** Neatness
** Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindedness
* Optimism/Positive attitude
* Orgenisatica
* Patience
Physical endurance

* Resourceful
** Sensitive/'Thoughtful
* Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Organization

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to tike/isccept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to leemfty
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness to ask questions

** Desire to to best of ability
** Responsiveness to time constraints
** Accuracy

Willingness to get hands dirty
* Attention to detail
Willingness to do clerical tasks

* Desire to fallov-tbrongb
* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
Willingness to promote library and its services

* View of library as part of a larger information enviroment
* View of library as en organisation
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long -term goals

Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally

Desire to grout pcotessiamally
Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field

** Positive attitude toward job
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MTTIVDIS

ODLLECTION MAINTENANCE

Dispositimal Attitudes

Attitudes Toward Institutions

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organization

Attitudes Toward Other People

ltward Users

* Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like children
* Like to help people
* Like to Beet people
* Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

TonallthecainthLibeance
* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a tern
* Willingness to dram upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy nanaging/supervising others

Personal Oualities

* Alertness
* Assertiveness
* 0:ipassion/Kindness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness
* Dependability
* Deteininaticn/Tanacity
* Diplomacy
* Emotional stability
* Fairness
** Flemilality/Yareatility
* lngination
* Inquisitiveness
* Leadershipability



COLLECTION taINFENANCE

Personal Dualities foont'd)

* Neatness
* Reed for adhievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindechess
* OpthrbseePositiveattitude
* Organization
* Patience
* Physical encluranoe
* Resourceful
* Sensitive/thoughtful
* Sense of humor

** Sense of ethics
* itlerance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Organization

Individual should demons rate:

* Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to learn try
* Willingness to fail
* Willingless to ask questions
* Desire to work to best of ability
* Responsiveness to time constraints
* Accuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty
* Attention to detail
* Desire to follow-through
* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library as part of a larger information environment
* View of library as an organization
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short -teas gains for long-team goals
* Political sense
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Positive, attitude toward job
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Interlibrary Borrowing (ILB

1. Receive users' requests for obtaining material from other libraries

2. Discuss cost considerations and time constraints with users

3. Record bibliographic and user information

4. Verify bibliographic information

5. Determine best source for obtaining materials

6. Determine alternate source (s) for obtaining materials as required

7. Supervise processing of ILB requests:

canplete loan forms, including copyright compliance notice
collect ILB processing charge from users, if applicable
transmit loan requests (by phone, mail, courier, teletype, or can-

puter network)
re-issue loan requests as required
receive materials
notify users of receipt of materials
circulate materials to users
update circulatica/ILB files for circulated materials
receive materials from users
examine materials for damage, proper markings, etc.
update circulation/ILB files for returned materials
prepare borrowed materials for mailing/delivery
follow-up overdues
collect overdue fines
maintain record of ILB statistics
maintain record of funds collected or charges assessed to

college/university departments
maintain files of materials obtained and not obtained on loan

8. Perform processing of ILB requests when necessary



INTERLIBRARY WAN EERY LEVEL

9. Receive ILL requests

10. Examine ILL forms for copyright compliance

11. Supervise processing of ILL requests:

return ILL forms lacking proper copyright compliance notice
determine location of material in library
locate material in the collection
photocopy journal articles and portions of printed materials
prepare library:materials/photocopies for mailing/delivery
update circulaticWILL files for loaned materials
examine returned materials for damage, proper markings, etc.
update circulation/ILL files for returned materials
Shelve returned materials
follow-up overdues
collect/Charge overdue fines, if appropriate
collect funds for lost materials or receive replacement materials
return ILL forms to originator for materials not owned/not avail-

able for loan
maintain record of ILL statistics
maintain record of funds collected or charges assessed
maintain temporary files for ILL requests for materials mined but

not found in the collection
maintain temporary file of ILL requests for materials not owned by

the library

12. Check to locate ILL requests that technicians report as *not found on
shelf*

13. Perform processing of ILL requests when necessary

Sahrs

14. Handle problems related to borrowing or lending of library materials;
refer problems to higher level staff, as appropriate

15. Rev informed of current copyright legislation and its impact on inter-
library loan

16. Cbnduct library business by Phone, when appropriate

17. Write mews and letters, as required
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Other (contla

18. Prepare manuals of procedures

19. Make recommendations .1 the section manager for improvement in opera-
tions of the unit/section and for improvement in services to users

20. Attend and participate in staff meetings

21. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested

22. Supervise technicians, paraprofessional staff and student workers

23. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

24. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

25. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

26. Assist manager in the review and performance evaluation of staff
supervised

27. Assist in the selection of new technicians and paraprofessionals

28. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library prac-
tice, or legislation that affect interlibrary borrowing and lending

29. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

30. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

IMERLIBRARY LOAN MIDLEVEL

31. Forward ILL "not found" and "not aimed" requests and ILB requests to
acquisitions section

32. Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop draft record formats
for all interlibrary loan files and operations
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ACIIVITIES

INTERLIBRARY LOAN MID LEVEL

33. Work with circulation section staff to develop procedures and resolve
problees related to use of the circulation files/system for inter-
library loan purposes

34. Assess performance of existing equipment /systems wed in interlibrary
loan and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems

35. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems

36. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment /systems

37. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

38. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipnent/systans

39. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

40. Evaluate contractors' proposals

41. Train and supervise entry level staff

42. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

43. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

INTERLIBRARY LOAN SENIOR LEVEL

44. Function as a technical expert in the interlibrary loan section

45. Work with serials control and cataloging staff to develop a serials
holdings list

46. Make inquiries and recommendations concerning the advertisement, publi-
cation, and distribution of the serials holdings list

47. Work with reference and acquisitions staff and departmental/special
collection librarians to analyze library resources in the area and make
recommendations concerning the degree to which duplication of
collections should occur. Identify subject areas in which resource
sharing may be mutually beneficial

48. Identify library networks/Consortia which the library should consider
joining/forming
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ACTIVITIES

INTERLIBRARY LOAN SENIOR LEVEL

49. Draft ILI/ILB procedures and policies; draft revisions as required

50. Fla/Chart and document ILL/ILB procedures

51. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

52. Analyze ILL/ILB statistics and prepare draft statistical reports

53. Analyze financial data and prepare draft financial reports

54. Supervise mid level staff

55. Participate in committees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

56. Function as section manager in his/her absence
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COPECTENCIES VALIENTED AS
ESSENTIAL VERSOS EEISIRABLE
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INIERGIBRARY LOAN ENITTLE'VEL

Bankkaawledga

*** knowledge related to literacy, nmeracy, cxmalications, etc.

ZUWINIUSINZaidge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

LibrAmiantsantigalcisoceiamassbe (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
* knowledge of alternative approsdbes to retrieval of infoamatico
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications

** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability

* knowledge of career ripportunities
* knowledge of how ..,learn on an ongoing basis

En2d141111WiltInfssmatisaLzarkfivizonenta

* knowledge of the expanding information ocumunity, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, econanic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the aervioes and products offered

* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

EacitlecbratEALmiLiasiat

knowledge of the Interlibrary low function, the rage of services and

is

offered (both actual and potential)
** knadedge of the w_Livities tint are required to offer the swims and

produce the ricabcts
** knadedge of the various resources that are necessity to support the

activities
*** knowledge of interlibrary low tools and sources of information
*** knowledge of initr batty law methods and techniques

* knowledge ce Perfamonoo eiqpected aid how it an be measured
* knowledge of job responnibilitift and working amditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable aspensation, banefits, etc.)
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INTERLIBRARY WAN ENTRY LEVEL

Etta/ledge of how to do work

*my knowledge of haw to perform the various activities
*** knowledge of bar to use the interlibrary loan tools and sources
*** knowledge of how to apply the interlibrary loan methods and techniques

* knowledge of personnel procedures

E ioaledge of the institution served and its library

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

** knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
** knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

per. eqUiPienti etc-)
** knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

I:MEMO:BRAT& WAN =LEVEL

*** greater depths of knowledge 'pacified above
*** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and bow

they relate to interlibrary loan
*** knowledge of available vendor-implied systems, services and products

to support interlibrary loan
knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products
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INTERLIBRARY MAN SENIOR LEVEL

*** greater depths of knowledge 'specified atom
* Imorledge of public relation techniques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentaLton
* Inowledge of the casts associated with library resources (materials,

persona, twa etc.)
* lo3owledge of cost ansl

t
ysis and interpretation metbxls

* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
** knowledge of standuds, messures and methods for evaluating personnel
* knowledge of alteantiwe management structures and their implication

for the operation of the library
state-of-the-art knorledge of library research and practice



COMPErEMES imunpalD AS BRINING
MORE VERSOS LNS IMFCRIMNT
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INI'ERLIBRARY IAN EMMY LEVEL

am/ledge of how to do work

* knowledge of bow to perform the various activities
* knowledge of how to use the interlibrary loon tools and sources
* knowledge of bar to apply the interlibrary loon method's and techniques
* knowledge of pummel procedures

Eaawl of the institution served and its litrany

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the users' inforsatias needs and reguiresents

INTERLIBRAPY LOAN MID MEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and bow

they relate to interlibrary loan
* knowledge of available vendor-suEplied system, services and products

to support interlibrary loan
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

orgenivation
* Imowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate virals,

services and products
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INPERLIBRARY WAN SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge at public relations techniques
* that ledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
* Imat ledge of the costs associated with library resources (materials,

personnel, space, etc.)
* lmowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of flatboat of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, nessures and methods for evaluating persconel
* Imam* of alternative semagement structures and their implications

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art Imowledge of library research and practice

931 3 6



COMIWICIES MINIM AS
NBSENTIAL WISE EISIRABLF
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Basic Skills

**It literacy, noseracy, cognitive, analytica'., comunicaticms, etc.

fikillaBelatedlaBorakactizifiee
Ability to:

* perform girt activity
** establish rapport with users and colleagues
** counicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal wens
* =Met an interviar
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* alike decisions and reamendations based an available information

supervise staff
* work independently and in grape
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* sake effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** menage time effectively

INI'ERLIBRARY IDAN MID LEVEL

fikalaEalltedtaBIGUllegittr Activity

*** Skins listed above are develaA to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the organist:tits and not just the library
* anticipate long-range needs of library

* daniga rilitalB and Procedures to *cove llbraly gantlets* arbitrate and negotiate

951 3 8



INTERLIBRARY LOAN SENIOR LEVEL

*** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** apply methods of 111011Earesent and evaluation
** budget and make projection
** optimise the use of library resources



WIECIENCIES VALMETED AS BECONING
KEE VERSOS LESS DEORINIT

IN IRE PURRS
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Skills Related to Specific Ad ivities

Ability to:

* perfome Bub activity
* establish rapport with users and colleagues
* anaunicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
* conduct an interview
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and recomendatials based cn available information
* supervise staff
* work incbpendently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* =do effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop tbe necessary criteria and

action for their solution
* =age time effectively

INTERLIBRARY MAN MID LEVEL

skills Related to Each Specific Activity

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of tbe organisation and not just the library
* anticipate long-range needs of library
* design systems and procedures to improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate

INISRLIBRARY IRAN SENIOR LEVEL

Ability to:

* apply methods of seseuresent and evaluation
* budget and make projection
* optimize the use of library resources
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CCIIPEIENCIES VALIDASED AS
ESSENTUL VERSOS DESIRABLE
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Dismitigullittitadee
atitadmicsinainatituticen

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organisation

Attitudealawil2thericaae
MaurillarSR

*** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to sake others feel comfortable

* Sensitive to others' needs

11762=thrtaialbailizisplAce

** Respect co- workers
** Like to work with otherefas a teen
* Like to wodc an omn
* Willingnees to drew upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
** Sotportive of co- workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

** Alertness
* Assertiveness

** Caapassion/Kindness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness

*** Dependability
* Detenainstimefaxicity
* Diplomacy
* Raotional stability
* Painless

cc Plesibility/Versatility
imagination

* Inquisitiveness
* Leadership ability

143
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* Neatness
* Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindedness
* Optimiatk/Positive attitude

alk Organisation
* Initience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful

** Sensitiveilhoughtf ul

* Sense -If humor
** Same of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Orgenizatign

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to Wm/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
** Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Desire to leanVtzy
* Willingness to fail

** Willingness to ask questiais
** Desire to work to best of ability

*** Respcneiveness to time constraints
*** Accuracy

*** ="11:o detail
to gat hands dirty

* Willingness to do clerical tasks
** Desire to follow-through
** Service orientation
* Organizational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library as part of a larger information environment
* View of library as an organisation
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short -term gains for long-term goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity
* Wriety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grog professionally
* Desire to main current in specific and general subject field

** Positive attitude toward job
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littitUltraelAtalfaglateialilaglainitign
Individual should demonstrate:

* Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to remixed to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to be of ability
* Responsiveness to tine ocestraints
* Accuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty
* attention to detail
* Willingness to de clerical bulks
* Desire to follow-through
* Service orientation
* Orgenliational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library as part of a larger intonation envirameent
* Vier of library as an organisation
* ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short-tee gains for long -tea goals
* Political sense
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Positive attitude toward job
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SENIOR LEVEL
MANAGEMENT (Section Manager)

General AdMinistratiop

1. Work with library/library systen director and other section/branch
managers to formulate and/or interpret library objectives

2. Prepare written section/branch objectives

3. Coordinate section/branch objectives with those of other sections/
branches of the library systen

4. Evaluate current activities in terms of the section/branch's
objectives

5. Identify required statistics and reports

6. Prepare final version of section's/branch's annual reports and other
reports

7. Supervise clerical staff who

type correspcndence, reports, etc.
answer phones
sort and route mail
maintain section/branch files and records
input and maintain payroll data

Planning

8. Maintain an awareness of the current and planned information and
seLvice needs of the user community

9. Assess future needs and develop long-range plans

10. Recammend new activities/programs when appropriate

Zinangiallianagennt

11. Prepare operating and capital budgets, both short- and long-term

12. Justify the section's/branch's budgets

13. Control expenditures and operate within the budgets

14. Establish financial policies and procedures in keeping with the
library system's overall financial operations

102 1 4 9



ACTIVITIES

SENIOR LEVEL
MANAGEMENT (Section Manager)

Financial Management (cont!d1

15. Establish costs for services, if appropriate

16. Supervise charging for services, if appropriate

17. Determine the cost of in-house versus contract processing and services

18. Supervise the deposit of any funds received

Policies and Procedures

19. Review and approve/modify section/branch policies as drafted by senior
staff

20. Present policies to library/library system director for approval

21. Monitor established policies and guidelines

22. Revise policies and guidelines as required

23. Review and approve/modify procedures recaended by staff

Management of Activities

24. Supervise overall operation of the section/branch

25. Coordinate section/branch activities with other operations within the
library system

26. Supervise the establishment of work schedules to ensure adequate
staffing of the section/branch

27. Supervise the maintenance of adequate production levels, production
deadlines and quality control

28. Identify activities which could be curtailed if staff reduction and/or
budget cuts were required

kataraikalaikainalesigo
29. Perform on-going systems analysis of section/branch activities

3u. Review and approve/modify record formats and other file design data
for section/branch files as recoaaended by staff

31. Work with systems staff/representatives and section/branch staff to
resolve problems with operation of automated systems, if applicable
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PcirivrriEs

SENIOP LEVEL
MANAGEMEM (Sectio Aanager)

zAgiligslaps. unnuvazigaitaLAndStaltuallermices

32. Work vath architects and interior designers to plan section/branch
design and layout for new facilities

33. Plan the rearrangement of existing ,-Alities

34. Select furnishings for section/branch

35. Request maintenance of facilities as required

36. Review and approve/modify staff reccanendations for acquisition of
equipment, forms, supplies and systems

47. Reccxmend and support acquisition of selected items

38. Arrange for purchase of approved items

39. Maintain inventory listings of furnishings and equipment in section/
branch

40. Review and approveiodIfy final draft of contract-related documenta-
tion

41. Designate a staff member to serve as the section's/branch's technical
representative for each contract

42. Evaluate contractors' perform nce

Personnel BInagg

43. Review staffing and work loads to ensure tilt employees are properly
utilized

44. Prepare final version of job descriptions for ent:re staff of
section; canch

45. Request and justify rew positions

46. Initiate staff recruitment after staffing requests are approved

47. Interview and select candidates for positions

48. Ensure that new staff receives. proper orientation and on-the-job
training

49. Review personnel records of staff
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SENTOR LEVEL
MANAGEKENr (Section Manager)

aragatUkagellantandStAILDgaglaMilt102nral

50. Approve/modify performance standards as developed by staff

51. Prepare written performance evaluations for entire staff

52. Conduct conf4trences with individual staff members to discuss
performance evaluations and other matters as appropriate

53. Suggest ways in which individual staff members may improve performance
and/or become eligible for promotion

54. Approve library-fundefi training for staff

55. Prepare cocumentatIon for awards, grievance actions, separations, etc.

56. Present awards

57. Discipline staff as required

58. Conduct exit interviews with staff

59. Approve leave

60. Approve vacation schedules

21Eliacati406

61. Conduct staff meetings

62. Ensure that communication is maintained within the section/branch so
that staff will know what is happening in the section/branch, the
library system, the advisory groups; the network(s), and in the
information world in general

63. Establish and maintain good working relationships within the library
system

64. Make preliminary arrangements for cooperative efforts with other
sections/branches

65. Represent section/branch or designate representative(s) for joint
projects with other areas of the library system

105
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ACTIVITIES

SENIOR LEVEL
MANAGEMENT (Section Manager)

Marketing and Public Relationg

66. Establish and maintain good working relationships with librarians from
other libraries in the area

67. Consunicate with other libraries regarding any diaiculties associated
with cooperative activities

68. Join/participate in forming library networks/consortia and support
network goals and activities

69. Receive official visitors to the section/branch

70. Arrange for overviews/tours of the section's/branch's operations

71. Coordinate the prodwtion of publications/information products by
section/branch staff

72. Ensure that documents describing the section/branch and its policies
and procedures are up-to-date

73. Approve/make arrangements for advertisement, publication, and distri-
bution of documents/information products produced by section/branch
staff

Research and Devclogment

74. Identify problem areas related to the section's/branch's activities/
objectives which require further study

75. Arrange for and monitor in-house or contract studies of the problem
areas

76. Evaluate the recarmendstions of the studies

77. Implement new programs /procedures as appropriate
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MAKAGEMENI

SENIOR LEVEL
(Library Director/

Library System Director)

General Administration

1. Work with senior institutional administrators to formulate ando-fr
interpret objectives of the library/library system

2. Supervise the preparation of writtcgn library/library system objectives

3. Coordinate library /literary system objectives with those of other
systems within the institution

4. Evaluate current activities in terms of the library's/library system's
objectives

J. Identify required statistics and reports

6. Prepare final version of library's/library system's annual reports and
other reports

7. Supervise clerical staff who

type correspondence, reports, etc.
answer phones
sort and route mail
maintain files and records
input and maintain payroll data

Mannino

8. Maintain an awareness of the current and planned information and
service needs of the user community

9. Assess future needs and develop long-range plans

10. Recommend new activities/programs when appropriate

ZDaildiLLAIDagfiNd

11. Supervise the preparation of operating and capital budgets, both
short- and long-term

12. Justify the library's/library system's budgets to institutional admin-
istrators

13. Supervise expenditure and control and operatation within the budgets



AcrxvrnEs

mANkraiErir

SENIOR LEVEL
(Library Director/

Library System Director)

rinancialiganaaement (cont' d)

14. Establish financial policies and procedures in keeping with the
institution's overall financial operations

15. Supervise the establishment costs for services, if appropriate

16. Supervise charging for services, if appropriate

17. Supervise the dete-aimation of the cost of in-house versus contract
processing and services

18. Supervise the deposit of fuLds received by the library/library system

policies and Procedures

19. Review and approve/modify library/library system policies as drafted
by senior staff

20. Present policies to institutional administrators for concurrence

21. Supervise the monitoring of established policies and guidelines

22. Supervise the revision of policies and guidelines as required

23. Review and approve/modify procedures recommended by staff

Management of Activities

24. Supervise overall operation of the library /library system

25. Coordinate library/library system activities with the insitution

26. Supervise the establishment of work schedules to ensure adequate
staffing of the library/library system

27. Supervise the maintenance of adequate production levels, production
deadlines and quality control

28. Identify activities which could be curtailed if staff reduction and/or
budget cuts were required



MANAGEMENT

SENIOR LEM
(Library Director/

Library System Director)

rstens Analysis and Design

29. Supervise the on -going systems analysis of library/library system
activities

30. Review and approve/modify file design data for library/library system
files as reccmmended by staff

31. Supervise efforts of senior staff to resolve problems with operation
of automated systems, if applicable

Facilities. H uipnent and Supplies, and Ckmtrect cervices

32. Select and justify locations of new facilities and collections

33. Work with architects and interior designers to plan the overall design
and layout for new facilities

34. Supervise planning for rearrangement of existing facilities

35. Supervise selection of furnishings for library facilities

36. Supervise, maintenance of facilities as required

37. Review and approve/modify staff recommendations for acquisition of
equipment, forms, supplies and systems

38. Justify acquisition of selected items to institutional administrators

39. Supervise for purchase of approved items

40. Supervise maintenance of inventory listings of furnishings and
equipment in the library/library system

41. Review and approve/modify major contract documentation

42. Supervise in-house management of contract activity

43. Supervise the evaluation of contractors' performance



ACTIVITIES

MANAGEMENr

SFIUOR LEVEL
(Library Director/

Library System Director)

Personnel

44. Supervise staff review of staffing and work loads to ensure that
employees are properly utilized

45. Review/prepare final version of job descriptions for senior staff of
library/library system and for staff in the director's office

46. Request and justify new positions

47. Supervise staff recruitment after staffing requests are approved

48. Interview and select candidates for senior staff positions and for
director's staff

49. Ensure that new staff receive proper orientation and on-the-job
training

50. Review personnel records of senior and director's staff

51. Approve/modify performance standards as developed by senior and
director's staff

52. Prepare written performance evaluations for senior and director's
staff

53. Conduct conferences with individual members of senior and director's
staff to discuss performance evaluations and other matters as
appropriate

54. Suggest ways in which individual members of senior and director's
staff may improve performance and/or became eligible for pranotion

55. Approve library-funded training for senior and director's staff

56. Review/prepare documentation for awards, grievance actions,
separations, etc.

57. Present awards

58. Discipline senior and director's staff as required

59. Conduct exit interviews with senior and director's staff and other
staff, as appropriate
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MANAGEMENT

SENIOR Lair
(Library Director/

Library System Director)

Personnel Management and Staff Develorment lcont'dl

60. Approve leave for senior and director's staff

61. Approve vacation schedules for senior and director's staff

Communications

62. Attend staff meetings of senior institution staff as the representa-
tive of the library/library system

63. Conduct staff meetings of senior and director's staff

64. Ensure that communication is maintained within the library/library
system so that staff will know what is happening in the library, the
library system, the advisory groups, the network(s), and in the
information world in general

65. Establish and maintain good working relationships within the library/
library system and within the sponsoring institution

66. Make preliminary arrangements for cooperative efforts with other
libraries/library systems and/or with library/bibliographic networks

67. Represent the library/library system or designate representative(s)
for joint projects with other libraries/library systems and/or with
library/bibliographic networks

Marketing and Public Relations

68. Market the library/library system and its services to higher level
institutional administrators

69. Supervise the marketing of the library/library system and its services
to the user community

70. Establish and maintain good working relationships with librarians from
other libraries/systems/networks

71. Communicate with other libraries/systems/networks regarding any
difficulties associated with cooperative activities

72. Join/participate in forming library networks /consortia and support
network goals and activities
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ATP
SENIOR LEVEL

(Library Director/
Library System Director)

iklketingandallairaglittignaUntal

73. Receive official visitors to the library/library system

74. Supervise arrangements for overviews/tours of the library/library
systen

75. Supervise the coordination of the production of publications/informa-
tion products by library/library system

76. &sure that documents describing the library/library system and itF
policies and procedures are up-to-date

77. Approve/modify/recarmaid arrangements for advertisement, publication,
and distribution of documents/information products produced by
library/library system

BerieustuNELDeidoment

78. Identify and/ol review protaan areas related to the library's, /library
system's activities /objectives which require further study

79. Review, approve/modify in-house or contract studies cf the problem
areas

80. Review and approve/modify evaluations by senior staff of studies'
recommendations

82. Approve and supervise implementation of new programs/procedures as
appropriate
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MANAGENENT SENIOR LEVEL

Basic knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, camunicaticos, etc.

BublectkmadAdm

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served !e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

LibLOWLIA2WCILIG12110.-Engdigage (Generic)

*** knowledge of definition, structure, and forests of intonation
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to the organisation of inforeatias
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of management

informatics
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to info:nation management
*** knowledge of available and emerging infonetion tedisologies and their

arplicaticos
** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

arplicability to prareice
knowledge of career opportunities

** knowledge of bar to learn cn an ongoing basis

Easy lalgaAbaitInfaxasticognmetfi

*** knadedge of the ecanding infosmation community, its participent.s and
their interrelationships (social, eccncedc, tedmiad, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organisational
structures

** knadedge of the functictur perfoneed within the various work settings
and the services and p_oducts offered

** lcnowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and Infos:nation habits

Enadedge of what work is done

*** knowledge of the management function, the range of services and
products offered (both actual and rotuntial)

*** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
prod= the peabots

*** knowledge of the various resources that are neoesery to 'support the
activities

*** knowledge of mongstat tools and sources of information
*** knowleije of management method's and
*** knurls* of perfonemos expected and hotedirroon be measured
*** knowledge of job resksonsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range

of &ties, probable ccapewetiam, benefits, etc.)



MANAGENENT SENIOR LEVEL

Knowledge of how to do work

*** knowledge of how to perfom the various activities
** knowledge of how to use the aenaganent tools and sources of annagenent

information
*** knowledge of how to awly the management methods and techniques
** knowledge of personnel procedures
** knowledge of the operation; of other sections in the library and hew

they related to menagement
* know ledge of available vendor-supplied sptems, services and products

to mut:wort menagement

* knowledge of the attracting process, both in general and within the
organisation

*** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systole,
services and products

* knowledge of public rein' tials tedmiques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
*** knowledge of the oasts associated with library resources (materials,

personnel, apace, etc.)
* knowledge of oast analysis and interpretation method'

** knowledge of methods of resource allocation"it knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
** knowledge of alternative senagement structures and their isplicetions

for the operation of the library
** state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice

Knowledge of the institution served and ite library

*** knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

*** mowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

*** knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

*** knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
*** knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

personnel, equip's*, etc.)
*** knowledge of the users' Inforeatim needs and requirements
** knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

162.
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MAN/CREW SENIOR LEVEL

Basic knot/ledge

* knowledge related to literacy, rameracy, comenications, etc.

Subject kpowledge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

Library & Information Science Kw /ledge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, mid formats of infonse.icn
** knowledge of alternative approaches to the organisation of information
** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of management

infonatics
** knowledge of alternative appcordies to infonation management

*** knowledge of available and emerging informatics technologies and their
applications

** knowledge of awaited and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice

1* knowledge of career opportunities
** knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing teats

Knagledge about information work environments

" knowledge of the expanding infonation comity, its participants and
their interrelatiaiships (social, economic, tedmical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organisational
structures

** knowledge of the function perfonaed within the various work settings
and the services and procbcts offered

** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

knowledge of what work is done

** knowledge of the menagement function, the range of services and
prostate offered (both actual and potential)

" knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the prodbcts

** knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

* knowledge of management tools end sources of Ma:maim
** knowledge of menagasent methods and tedniques
** knowledge of perfoimmice expected and how it can be measured
* knowledge of job responsibilities aid working zeroditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable ampensaticn, benefits, etc.)
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NANAGEMENI. SENIOR LEVEL

Ell2dffkiLatiNkito do wQrJs

** lmowledge of how to perform the various activities
* knowledge of bow to use the management tools and sources of management

infonatiam
* knowledge nE how to apply the management methods and tedmiques

** knowlefte of Pennine' Proceibres
* knowledge of the °pat:atlas of other Sections in the library and bow

they rele.ei to management
** knowledge oi. available vencbr-eutplied oysters, serviv-as and products

to outpost menagezent
* Imoirledge of the attracting process, both in general and wi...._ In the

Organisation
** knowleilid of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products
* Imowledge of public relations tedmiques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretatiat and

presentation
** knowledge of the costs associated with library resources (materials,

Fergana, ewe, etc.)
** knowledge of cost anayssis and interpretation methods
** knowledge of methods of resource allocation
** knowledge of standee-. measures and methods for evaluating personnel
** knowledge of alternative management structures and their hwiliaitiais

for the operation of he library
** state-of-tlie-art knowledge of library research and eractice

Rnailectie ot.the institutlausaricuad its library

ike laically:Igo of the mission, goals and objectives; of the institution
served

** knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various program offered and key personnel within the
instituticn

', knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
* kno..ledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

the
equiment,

** knowledge of the were' infoomitice needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collelticn, and of related callecticns
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NANPZENENIs SENMR LEVEL

Basic Skills

*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, comunicaticos, etc.

Balls RelAtedto Specific Activitieg

Ability to:

* perform inch activity
*** establish rapport with users and colleagues
*wit oconnicate well by written, verbal and non - verbal means
** conduct an Into:vies

*** conduct meetings with Individuals and groups
** collect, analyze aid Interpret data

*** sake decisions and reccaneidatices based an available intonation
we* supervise staff
** work independently and in groups
** develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

*** make effective, timely, and well-inforned decisions
*** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
*** menage tine effectively

fikillaiklitalla..Backlasifiractiyila
Ability to:

*** perceive the needs of the orgenintirn and not just the library
*** anticipate long-range nestle of library
*** design Illyaillr aid procedures to improve library vacation
*** arbitrate aid negotiate
*** apply method': of Illealument and effaluatica

e 3get and nice projection
IN a the use tlf library resources
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MANAGEMENI SENIOR LEVEL

** literaw, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, ccunicatimia, etc.

skills Related to Specific Activitieg

Ability to:

* perform Aug) activity
** establish rapport with users end co.Uaagues
** ocesamicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal aeons
* conduct an interview
* mart meetings with individuals and groups

** collect, analyze and interpret data
* milks decisions and reccmodations based co available infoantics
a supervise staff
a work hidependently and in grows

** develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* sake effective, timely, and well-inforaed decision
a isolate and define problems and develop the =unary criteria and

action for their soli:tics
a songs tine effectively

Malls Related to Each 4enific Activity

Ability to:

** perceive the needs of the organizaticn and not just the library
** anticipate long -rake needs of library
a design systems said procedures to improve library operations

** arbitrate and negotiate
a apply methods of aseseuresent and evaluation

** budget and nuke projections
** optimise the use of library resources
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laiMeitigiallittitudes

Attitudes Toward Instituticsig

*** Respect for professicli
*** Respect for the library
*** Respect for the parent organization

Attitudes Toward Other People

Toward Users

*** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to make others feel canfortable

** Sensitive to others' needs

Toward Others in tbe Workplace

*** Respect co-workers
** Like to work with others/as a teem
* Like to work an own

*** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with
others

*** Suaortive of co-workers
*** Ihjoy managing/supervising others

*** Alertness
** Assertiveness
* Ccepaseion/Xindness

*** Confidence
* Cheerfulness

*** Dependsbility
** Dateneination/Tenacity

*** Diplomacy
** Baotirmel stability
*** Fairness
*** FlemibiLtty/VenPfllity
** Imagination
** inquisitiveness
*** Laderabip ability



2argguaSszaitica la2s1

* Neatness
* Hemel for achievement

*** Cbjectivity
*** Open-mindedness

* Optinime/'Positive attitude
** Organisation
** Patience
* Physical endurance

*** Sesourceful
* Sensitive/ Thoughtful
* Sense of humor

*** Sense of ethics
*** Tolerance

AttitudezJklgaLtQIIabtebrsAksanizaticn

indivicgual Should demonstrate:

*** Willingness to take/accept responsibility
*** Willingness to take initiative
** Willingness to reeved to authority, apply and falai policy
** Desire to lesznitzr
** Willingness to fail
** Willingness to ask questions
*** Desire to work to best of abLity
*** Beepcnsiveness to Use constraints

Pcannw
to get bends dirty

* to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks

*** Desire to fallow-through
** Service arientatias
** Orgenisational identity
** Willingness to promote library and its se _vices

*** View of library as part of a larger 'eons:tics awircessent
** View of library as an organization
*** Ability to see broad picture
** Ability to sacrifice short -tea gains for long -tea goals
** Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grew personally

** Desire to grow protessicsally
ft** Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
*** Positive attitude toward job
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Idgpositional Attitude&

Attitudes Toward Institutiong

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organization

=taw Toward Other People

Toward Users

* Respect users
* Like people in general
* Take children
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to make othera feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' need

Toward Others in themama=
* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a teem
* L i k e t o w o r k on o mn
* Willingmees to drat upon and share knowledge and esrvience with

others
* Stffortive of co-workers

Personal

* Alertness
* Assertiveness
* Castessianigindoess
* Confidimce
* Cheerfulness
* Dependability
* DetradnatIontralacity
* Diplamecy
* Emotional stability
* Fairness

* Flexibility/Versatility
* Imagination
* Inquisitiveness
Leadership ability
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peracnal Cgaities (cunt' d)

* Neatness
* Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindedness
* Optimise/Positive attitude
* p
* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful
* Sensitive/thoughtful
* Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Organization

Individual should demonstrate:

* Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to beet of ability
* Ilesponsiveness to Use constraints
* Pccuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
* Desire to fallow-through
* Service orientation

** WiLlingless to promote library and its services
** View of library as part of a larger information environment
* View of library as an organisation
* Ability to ere broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short -tom gains for long -ten goals

** Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow peofessionally
* Desire to remain current in specific aid general subject field
* Positive attitude toward job



ACADEMIC LIBRARIAN DIES

REFEREICE
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Solicited Searcheg

1. Interview users to evaluate information requirements, and determine
budgetary and time constraints, etc.

2. Counsel users on specifying information requirements

3. Develop and implement strategy for obtaining, evaluating, and
packaging information and data to meet risers' needs

4. Select search methods (e.g., online and/Or manual)

5. Determine appropriate source (e.g., databases, printed pubOications,
experts, etc.)

6. Conduct searches, using proper subject terms for sources selected

7. Review retrieval output for relevancy

8. Provide information for users in the form of references or source
documents

9. Translate titles and abstracts

10. Refer users to hider level reference staff, as appropriate

11. Refer users to other information services, as appropriate

2122E

12. Answer ready reference questions

13. Instruct users ill reference n. -hods, sources, services and policies

14. Alert users Once-stint and in-house developed sources of information

15. Perform bibliographic verification as required

16. Reamer -1 acquisition of materials for the reference and general
collections

3-. Recommend materials/data for inclusion in reference source files
(vertical file; in-house indexes)

18. Supervise orderly maintenance of the reference roan and re-shelving/
re-filing of reference materials
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Other (cont' d)

19. Maintain a record of reference searching statistics

20. Maintain a record et financial data (funds received in payment for
computerized retrieval, packaged literature searches and other
products, or services for which charging may be authorized).

21. Conduct library business by phone, when appropriate

22. Write menos and letters, as required

23. Prepare an information package for users to describe reference
services and policies

24. Prepare manuals of procedures

25. Make recamendations to the section/branch manager for improvement in
operations of the section/branch and for improvement in services to
users

26. Attend and participate in staff meetings

27. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section/branch to
visitors, as requested

28. Supervise technicians, paraprofessional staff and student workers

29. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

30. Assist section/branch manager in writing job descriptions for self and
for staff supervised

31. Assist section/branch manager in developing performance standards for
self and for staff supervised

32. Assist manager in the review and performance 6:A_ :mittion of staff
supervised

33. Assist in the selection of new technicians and pa: profPssionals

34. Keep abreast of new and changing reference sources, services and tools

35. Keep abreast of new and developing technologies applicable to
reference searching
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ACTIVITIES

REFERENCE ENTRY LEVEL

Other lcont!dl

36. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissani.-4tion to
staff

.J. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

RWERENtE MID LEVEL

Baidited Searches

38. Perform more complex searches

39. Provide additional information for users (e.g. in the form of critical
annotations, abstracts, analytical reports, etc.)

Unsolicited Searcheg

4u. Assist in -'aveloping broad - scope, 7Ablished literature searches with

executive analyses, resulting from anticipation and recognition of
information need's of the user community

41. Identify topics and develop search strategies

42. Conduct searches

43. Evaluate search results

44. Prepare searches for publication

45. Distribute published literature searches

Zia

46. Organize and mainten reference source files (vertical file, in-house
indexes)

47. Schedule and supervIse sh.-f readJag of the reference collection

48. Make 7reliminary selection of forms and/or develop drat record
formats for all reference files and operations

49. identify and evaluate commercially available information sc-iices
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ACTIVITIIE

REE'ERENCE MIDLEVEL

Other .cont

e0. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems/services used in
reference and investigate capabilities of other equipment /systems/
services

51. Recanmend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems/services

52. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipmel:./
svFtems/serviees

53. Supezvise in-house operatics and maintenance of equipment/systems/
services

54. Gather informatics for maintenance contracts on equipment/systems

55. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

Evaluate contractors' proposals

57. Train and supervise entry level staff

58. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

59. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters, when appropriate

RWERENCE

Solicited Searches

SENIOR LEVEL

60. Review solicited searches performed by others and suggest additional
search strategies as appropriate

61. Refer users to subject experts in the area, if appropriate
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ACITVITIES

REFERENCE SENIOR LEVEL

Unsolicited Searches

62. Review unsolicited searches performed by others and suggest additional
search strategies as appropriate

63. Prerre executive analyses for published searches

64. Arrange for publication

65. Develop a public relations strategy for marketing the publication

66. Develop distribution list

67. Develop announcement of publication

Other

6E_ Function as a technical evert in all matters relating to reference
service

69. Interact with colleagues and subject experts in identifying
unrecorded/unindexed sources of information and data, and report to
staff

70. Review and weed the reference collection on a regular basis

71. Review and weed reference source files on a reg Jar basis

72. Work with departmental/special collection librarians, interlibrary
loan and selection staff members to analyze library resources in the
area and to make recommendations concerning the degree to which
duplication of reference collections should occur

73. Work with departmental/special collection librarians, selection staff,
and faculty advisory groups to compile lists of reference books and
standard works which compr:le a basic collection in each major subject
area. New editions of these, materials are acquired when published

74. Work with and departmental/special collection librarians, selection
staff to select materials for departmental/special collections

75. Draft reference service proved. %dB and policies; draft revisions as
required

76. Flowchart and document reference service procedures
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ACTIVITIES

REFERENCE SEtHOR LEVEL

Other (cont'd)

77. AsList section/branch manager in on-going systema analysis of the
section/branch

78. Analyze statistics and prepare draft statistical reports

79. Develop charging strategies

80. Analyze financial data and prepare draft financial reports

81. Handle deposit of funds/assessment of charges

82. Supervise mid level staff

83. Participate in cammittees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

84. Function as section/brench manager in his/her absence
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Basic knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, rameracy, ocennicatians, etc.

subject knowledge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, musk, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

Library k _inforLItion Science icnsmledga (Generil)

* knowledge of deLaition, strnAlsre, and formats of infosantice
** knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of infatuation
** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of infoneation
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
** knowledge of completed and ongoing research In the field and its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
* knowledge of how to learn as an ongoing teals

InwledgealmtAnfansticiumbusrarmentif
* knowledge of the espanding information community, its participants and

their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)
* knowledge of the variety of work setti-gs and their organizational

structures
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings

and the services and products offered
* knowledge of the leers of the services and products, their character-

istics, and inforestionbehits

itailecigestathat work is done

*** knowledge of the reference !maks, the range of services and products
offered Motheaten and voted:WI

** knowledge ot the activities that ate requiredixocffer the services and

Widow taw iwodatte
* knowledge of the leeimus reaourcer, that are necessary to swat tile

activities
*** knowledge of rearenoefregesima tools and morose of infoneation
*** knowledge of referenceiniforrvA methodeandtechniquse
* knowledge cipeformonce land haw it con besmeared
* knowledge of jab neva lithe and woc.ing conditions range

of Mies, proimbleaagefeation, bonsfits, ate.)
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REFERENCF ENIVI LEVEL

Knowledge of hov to do work

*** knowledge of bow to perform the various activities
*** lmowledge of bat to use the referaiceireferral and other sources
*** knowledge of her to apply the reference/referral methods and techniques
* knowledge of personnel procedures

pcwledge of the institution served and its library

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
Institution

*** knowledge of the policies and procecbres relevant to the library
*** knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

purealmal, equipment, etc.)
0** knowledge of the were' information needs and reinizements
*** knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

REFERENCE MID LEVEL

*** greater depths of knowledge specified above
*** knowledge of the cserations of other sections in the library and brat

they relate to reference
knowledge of available valdor-surplied systems, nervices and products

to support reference
* lanwledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
knowledge of evaluation methods and tedmiques evaluate systems,

services and products
* knowledge of public relations techniques
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REFERENZE SENIOR LEVEL

*** greater depths of btorledge specified above
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

preeentation
** knowledge of the costs associated with library resources (anterials,

personnel, spacer etc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation setbacks
* Mosta* of methods of resource allocation

*** !melee* of standards, measures and methods for evaluating perscanel
a Imowledge of alternative management structures and their iarlicatims

for the operation of the library
** state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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Basic knowledge

** knowledge related to literacy, zumeracy, comnications, etc.

Subject knawledge

** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

* knowledge of foreign languages

=rimy a Information Science Knowledge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, rod formate of infonetion
*** knowledge of alternative awroaches to the organIzztion of information
etelk knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
*** knowledge of alternative awroaches to information management
*** knowledge of available and emerging information technologle- and their

accolications
** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field sod its

applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities

** knowledge of her %.) learn on an ongoing basis

BEstlesige about infonaticemalLemtirmeatit

** knowledge of the awarding intonation amenity, its participants and
their interreintiouthips (social, examdc, tedinical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizatioal
structures

** knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character
istics and information habits

Bagelitigesatailatiffirkleuitzu

** knowledge of the reference function, the range of services and products
offered (both actual and potential)

* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the crolscts

* of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

** Imarledge of reference/referral tools and 11101ffeill of infonration
** knowledge of reference/referral methods and techniques
** Imoraledge of perfolmance and bow it can be measured
** knowledge of job and working caditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable ocupenaation, benefit,' etc.)
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Marledge of had to do mis

** knowledge of how to perform the various activities
** Imowledge of bar to use the reference/referral m.3 other sources
** Icnowledge of bar to apply the reference/referral ethAs and techniques
* knowledge oa personnel procedures

I I -

** knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

** Icnowlefte of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

** knowledge of the various progrear offered and key personnel within the
institutun

* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the library
** knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

personal, equipment, etc.)
** knowledge of the users' informatice needs and requirements
** knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

REFERENCE MID LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library too bow

they relate to reference
** knowledge of available vendor-supplied eyeballs, services and products

to support raference
* knowledge of the (retracting process, both in general end within the

organisation
** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services red products
** knowledge of public relations techniques
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1121310EDGE

SENIOR LEVEL

greater depths of knowledge specified above
*** knamledge of statistical deecriptim, analysis, inter:cetatica and

presentation
** lam/ledge aE the costs associated with library resources (materials

personnel, apace, etc.)
air knowledge of oast analysis and interpretation nethodis
** knowledge of methods uf resource allocation
** knowledge of standards, *mem and methods for evaluating permute
** knowledge of alternative awmagalent structures and their belications

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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Magicaills

*** literacy, nusela-Y, oognitive, analytical, ommunicatials, etc.

2111g_Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

* perform engb activity
*** estabrsh rapport with users and colleagues
** communicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal mans

*** conffict an interview
conduct meetings with individuals and groups

* collect, analyze and interpret data
make decisions and recomendatians based an available infomraticn

* supervise staff
* work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
* ieolzte and define problems any develop the necessary criteria and

action for their aolutica
* manage time effectively

REMO= teD LEVEL

*** Skills listed Above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive theme& of tba orgenisatica and not just the library
* anticipate long-range nee of library
* design systems and procedures to improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate



REFERENCE SENIOR LEVEL

elk* Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

*** apply methods a neasurement and evaluation
*** budget and make projections
*** optimize the use of library resources
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tic Skills

**literacy, numeracy, c....initive, analytical, communications, etc.

Skills Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

* perfoisescb activity
** establish rapport with users and colleagues
** communiaftwell by written, verbal and non-verbal means
** conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and reoommendaticas based an available lamination
* supervise staff
* work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

** make effective, timely, and well-htormed decisions
** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** manage time effectively

REFERENCE MIDLEVEL

Skills Related to Each Specific Activity

** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** perceive the needs of the organization and not jimit the library
** anticipate long -range needs of library
** design systems and procedures to improve libcary operations
* arbitrate and negotiate
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REFERBCE SENIOR LEVEL

** Skills Listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** apply methods of seasureaent and evaluation
** budget and make projections
** optimise the use of Library resources
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DiiiMitimaLlittitudgft

attitudDiMaarainstititigns

** Respect for profeesicn
** Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organization

attitudgle
15265irUltras

*** Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to Beet people
* Like to Joke others feel comfortable

** Sensitive to others' needs

TilfitgLikinsalnAliclicrisplfive

** Respect co-workers
* Like to cork with otherWas a teas
* Likelbowork an own

*** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with
others

** Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

*** Alertness
** Assertiveness
* Canpasrion/Kindness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness

*** Dependability
**Deteminatice/Tenacity
** Diploescy
* Motional stability
* Fairness
**Flexibility/Versatility
* Imagination
* Inguiaitiveness

** Leadership ability
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* Neatness
* Need for achievement
**Objectivity

openiaindealem

* Optimism/Positive attitude
* Organisation
**Ritience
* Physical endurance

*** Resourceful
* Semeitive/rhoughtful
* Sense of humor

** Sense of ethics
** Tblerence

AttitudealielatedtiQAIdetiaktaganizatiga

Individual should demor3tud*:

*** Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take Initiative

* Willingness to remand to authority, apply and follow policy
** Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail

*** Willingness tout questions
** Desire to work to best of ability
** Responsiveness to time constraints
*** Accuracy

Willingness to get hands dirty
** Attention to detail
** Willingness to do clerical tasks
** Desire to follow-through

*** Service orientation
* Organizational identity

* Willingness to promote library and its services
** View of library as part of a larger inforntion environment
* View of library as ,n organization
* Ability to see broad picture

Ability to sacrifice short -ter e gains for long -teas goals
* Political sense
* Chriosity
* Vhriety of interests
* Desire to gm personally
* Desire to grow professionally

* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
** Positive attitude toward jab
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DiaiMitiOnaAttitudts

Attitudes Toward Institutions

* Respect for profeesban
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organization

Attitudnicsataktiarrmae
rd Users

* Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people
* Like to mike others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

Toward Others in the Workplace

* Respect co-workers
** Like to work with others/as a teem
* Like to rock cn aMn
** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and emperience with

others
* Stgportive of oo-workers
* Enjoy 1110Inging/supervisbxj others

personal Oualities

* Alertness
* Assertiveness
* Ompassice/Lindoess
* Oonfidenoe
* Cheerfulness
* Dependability
* Detemminatiattrenacity
* Diplomacy
* Emotional stability
Names

* Pleabilitytiersatility
Divination

* inquisitiveness
* Leadership ability
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REFERENCE

RuRonal Cualities (con=

* Neatness
* Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindecbess
* Optimiam/Positive attitude
* Organisation
* Patience

** Resourceful
* Sensitive/thoughtful
* Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Organizatiai

Individual should demonstrate:

* Willingness to take/accept responsibility
** Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and folios, policy
* Desire to learn/to?
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to best of ability
* Wmpcnsiveness to time constraints
* Accuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty
* Attention to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
* Desire to follcap-thrOugh
* Service orientation
* Organisational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services

** View of library as part of a larger information environment
* View of library as an organisation
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to =orifice abort-tera gains for lalg-term goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity
* %%dely of interests

** Desire to grew personally
** Desire to grow professionally
* Desire to main current in specific and general subject field
* Positive attitude toward job
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Acrivrms

SERIALS (DNTROL ENTRY LEVEL

Verification and Ordering

1. Receive citations for selected serials/numbered series from the
acquisitions section/branch

2. Receive citations from faculty and library staff for subscriptions for
professional collections

3. Receive issues/parts of serials/numbered series from the acquisitions
section/branch which were received on approval, as gifts, etc.

4. Develop a working knowledge of the library's collection development
policies and guidelines

5. Refer questionable citations/items to supervisor for selection review

6. Determine source of procurement for each title ordered (jobber,
direct, gift, exchange, etc.)

7. Supervise ordering of serials/numbered series:

verify and locate additional bibliographic data as required;
refer problems to supervisor

search serials records to determine if title is Already on order
for older materials/citations, search library's catalog(s) to

determine if entire series is in the collection already
prepare serials records for titles to be ordered
prepare subscription orders, including the proper "ship to" ad-

dresses for copies for departmental libraries, if appropriate
prepare purchase orders, if required
prepare order documentation for nailing
forward order documentation to the acquisitions section/branch

for fiscal control and mailing
claim outstanding orders (no issues received)
claim missing issues
cancel orders, as required
re-issue orders to different sources as required
order replacement copies of demaged/lost issues
process renewals
maintain a statistical record of ordering operations

8. Search for trade and non-trade bibliographic information that
technicians are unable to locate; refer problems to higher level
staff, as appropriate

4
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SERIALS 031471TCL ENTRY LEVEL

Receipt Processing

9. Supervise receipt processing of serialsimabered series:

sort incoming items, if appropriate
search serials file to locate the records
update records with receipt of individual issues/nutters/parts
flag records for gap filling
record/affix locator data on each piece (classification n 1r,

special corection symt.cl, etc.)
mark materials with the library's identification
affix security labels
place issues ii. special binders, if appropriate
place new serial titles on the appropriate truck for delivery to

the cataloging section/branch
place items which have title changes on the truck for cataloging
place new issues for the reading roam on the appropriate truck
place issues for the stacks on the appropriate trucks
place Issues for departmental libraries/special collections on

appropriate trucks if check -in is performed centrally
deliver trucks to proper locations
annotate receipt on packing slips/invol,* copies, if received,

and forward to the acquisitims section/branch
annotate packing slips/invoice copies for dimaged/imperfect or

unwanted hardbound series; forward docunentation and pieces
to the acquisitions section/branch for processing

place surplus materials ;n specified area to await proper
disposal by the acguisitione section/branch

maintain record of receipt processing statistics

10. Assign processing priorities to new serials titles and to other series
requiring update of cataloging records

File Maintenance

11. Supervise creation and maintenance of serials records:

input records for copies ordered For the college/university
library and copies ordered for departmental libraries

update records with data re: cancellations, reissues, claims,
and gap filling

update records with shelving location eaca for newly-cataloged
titles

update records with data re: change ir,. ..cequency, change of
title, change in publisher, cessation, change of shelving
location, etc.
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SERIALS ODNIROL WRY LEVEL

File Maintenance (cont'd)

11. Supervise creation and maintenance of serials records (cont'd):

input new records for newly ch3iged titles
update records with binding control data if serials records are

automated
input cross reference records as required
remove records from the active file when appropriate
delete records when appropriate
maintain statistical records of file creation and maintenance

operatic=

12. Supervise the forwarding of correspondence re: cessation/ccmpletion of
series to the cataloging section/branch following maintenance of
serial records

12th2E

13. Handle problems related to ordering and receipt processing of serials/
numbered series and to overall maintenance of serials records; refer
i,xstaems to higher level staff, as appropriate

14. Conduct library business by phone, when appropriate

15. Write memos and letters, as required

16. Prepare manual& of prvedures

1,. Make reommmendati > . the section/branch manager for improvement in
operations of the /section/branch

18. Attend and participate in staff meetings

19. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section/branch to
visitors, as requested

20. Supervise technicians paraprofessional staff and student workers

21. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

22. Assist section/branch manager in writing job descriptions for self and
for staff supervised

23. Assist secticn/brandh manager in developing performance standards for
self and for staff supervised

2 06
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SERIALS CONDIOL EtIrRY LEVEL

Other (coot' d)

24. Assist manager in the review and performance evaluation of st.7.11
supervised

25. Assist in the selection of new technicians and paraprofessionals

26. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library
practice, or legislation that affect library processing and control of
serials/numbered series

27. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

28. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the library

SERIALS OD/CROL MID LEVEL

Verification and Orderinq

29. Develop procedures for the verification and ordering of serials/
numbered series

30. Supervise the maintenance of an address file of procurement sources
for serials

31. Draft form letters for ordering serials, claiming/cancelling orders,
claiming missing issues, ordering lost/damaged issues, etc.

32. Work with the acquisitions section/branch to schedule purchases of
serials in order to operate within the budget

33. Work with the acquisticas section/branch to develop procedures for the
handling of the final steps in serials ordering and invoice processing

34. Identify sources for filling gaps when the required issues are
unavailable from the publishers

35. Coordinate gap filling as gaps are reported by collection maintenance
staff as part of binding preparation and inventory operations

Receipt Processing

36. Develop procedures for receipt processing of serials/numbered series
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ACTIVITIES

SERIALS CONINCL MID LEVEL

File Maintenance

37. Develop procedures for maintennace of the serial records

39. Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop draft record
formats for all serial record files

39. Work with collection maintenance staff to develop procedures and
record formats for including binding control data in automated serials
records

Fiscal Control

40. Together with the acquisitions section/branch, work with the contract
and/or purchasing department(s) of the college/university to identify
unique requirements and develop draft procedures for purchasing
serials and services (e.g., open ended subscriptions, dealer check -in)

41. Work with the acquisitions section/branch to develop procedures for
proper packing slip/invoice handling and receipt certification by
serials records s_aff

42. Assist acquisitions section/branch in resolving any problems related
to payment for serials

43. Remain aware of the expenditures and balances in the serials
account(s); notify the section/branch manager of situations which may
require special action

44. Project budget requirements for purdhasing serials for the new fiscal
year

Qthea

45. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems used in serial
records and investigate capabilities of other equipment/Systems

46. Recommend acquinition of new /additional equipment/systems

47. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment/systems

48. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/Systems

49. Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment /systems

50. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance
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SERIALS CONIROL MW LEVEL

Other (cont'd)

51. Evaluate contractors' proposals

52. Train and supervise entry level staff

53. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

54. Write articles for professional journals /newsletters when appropriate

SERIALS CONISOL SENIOR LEVEL

Selectio4

55. Petrie.; items identified by staff as being of questionable suitability
for the collection; concur with the selections and/or refer the
remaining questionable items to senior acquisitions staff for review

56. Work with senior acquisitions staff to formulate draft selection
policies for serials/numbered series

57. Work with senior acquisitions staff to prepare draft selection
guidelines for serials/mitered series to be used by selection staff
as an aid in interpreting selection policies

58. Contact faculty concerning the advisability of purchasing expensive
serials for professional collections versus placing than in the
library's collection

59. Coordinate the annual review by departmental/special collection
librarians and faculty advisory group(s) of the list of serials/
numbered series currently acquired for the library's collectke(s)

60. Coordinate the annual review by faculty and library staff of the list
of serial titles which they currently receive for professional
collections

verification and

61. Select and maintain an %-to-date collection of aids to bibliographic
verification of serials data
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NIBS

SERIALS COL. SENIOR LEVEL

BanirtLamerazing

62. Work with senior acquisitions and cataloging staff members to identify
processing priorities for various categories of serials and to draft
guidelines for priority assignment

Qt.bu

63. Function as a technical expert in all matters related to processing of
serials/numbered series

64. Interview dealers' representatives to learn about the particular
services they offer

65. Identify dealers who have a good performance rezord in supplying
irregular serials, congress proceedings, and other series which are
difficult to acquire on subscription

66. Assist the section/branch manager in negotiating with dealers'
representatives to obtain the required level of service in acquiring
and/or processing serials

67. Evaluate dealers' performance and report to section/branch manager

68. Work with interlibrary, loan and cataloging section/branch staff
members to produce and/or update the library's serials holding list

69. Draft serials records procedures and policies; draft revisions as
required

70. Flowchart and document servals records procedures

71. Assist section/branch manager in on -going systems analysis of the
section/branch

72. Analyze serial processing statistics and prepare draft statistical
reports

73. Train and supervise mid level staff

74. Participate in comitttees to determine faculty status/tenure, as
required

75. Function as section/branch manager in his/her absence
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Basic knowledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, camunications, etc.

BildOoLlinsm ledge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
literature, music, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

LibliuyianfranticETIzogetaadulge (Generic)

* Moyle:beef definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
* knowledge of altenistivemppleadies to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information mahagement

** knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their
applications

** knowledge of cappleted and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice

* knowledge of career opportunities
** knowledge of haute learn an an ongoing basis

gickazigtatistAnfgniationimamdzaente

** knowledge of the expanding information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

kadage of what worm done

** knowledge of the serials control function, the range of services and
predicts offered (both actual and potential)

** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
prodace the products

* knowledge of the various renames that are necessary to support the
activities

** Itnowledge of serials control tools and sources of bibliographic
Infos:natio)

*** knowledge of medals control methods and techniques
* knowledge as Flamm* sweated and how it can be measured
* knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions range

of duties, probable ampaneatice, benefits, etc.)
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EaMilktieQUNLISLALWxli

** knowledge of how toped= the various acevities
** knowledge of how to use the aerials control tools and sources of

bibliographic information
** knowledge of how to away the serials control methods and tedniqems

knowledgl of personnel procedures

powledge of the institution) lre5 and its library

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the various programs offered and key personnel within the
institution

** knowledge of the ;laicise and procedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various resources available within the library

personnel, equiraent, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements
* knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

SEEIALS CONIXIL 14Th LEVEL

** greeter depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and how

they relate to serials control
* knowledge of available vendor - supplied systems, services and products

to support serials control
knowledge of the contracting ;mess, both in general and within the

orgenimmtion
knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products

4/1024'r
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SENIOR LEVELSi FaALS CDNIIIOL

*** greater depths of knowledge specified atom
knowedge of p3bLic relations techniques

** know
l
ledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

** Imadedge of the costs associated with libcari resources (materials,
presentation

personnel, space, etc.)
* Imola ledge of cost analysis and interpretatiat methods

knowlefte of metbods of resource allocation
** knowlecbe of sums. IltaaffeS ead methods for sealeutIng perscauel
* Imosleage of alteantive sanagement ftructures and their implicatiam

for the operation of the likzaty

* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice
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ROILED=

SERIALS CONTRDL ENTRY LEVEL

Diu& km/ledge

** knowledge related to literacy, nueracy, communications, etc.

Subject lsnoledge

* knowledge of foreign languages

Library & Information Science Knowledge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, and founts of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the orgenimation of info:emetics

** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of infoomtial
lmowledge of alternative append= to information management

** blade* of available and emerging informatial technologies and their
application

* knowledge of caroler cpportolities
* knowledge of how to learn an an ongoing beds

1212411dgLKIKiLinfazinauste
* knowledge of the expending information community, its participants and

their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings

and the services and products offered
** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-

istics and information habits

rnailedge of what work is done

** knowledge of the serials control function, tie range of services and
products offered (both actual and potential)

* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services old
Produce the products

* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

* knowledge of serials control tools and sources of bibliographic
informatics

* knowledge of serials control methods and techniques
* knowledge of performance eq3ected and how it can be measured
* knarledge of jab responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable compensation, benefits, etc.)
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SERIALS COMM ENTRY LEVEL

Mowledge of haw to do work

* lend.* of how to peaces the various activities
* knowledge of how to use the serials contras tools and sources of

bibliographic information
* !movie:* of how to apply the serials control methods and tedmiques
* knowledge of persamel procedures

.. z-,,- .) 4; ;, -19

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the institution
served

* knowledge of the structure of the institution and the role of the
library within the institution

* knowledge of the policies and pcooedures relevant to the library
* knowledge of the various resources available within the library (e.g.,

perscamel, equipment, etc.)
** knowledge of the users' infoneation needs and requirements
** knowledge of the collection, and of related collections

SERIALS CDNISOL MID LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of the operations of other sections in the library and how

they relate to serials control
* knowledge of available vendor-sal:plied systems, services and products

to support serials antral
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

orgeninitial
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products
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SERIAL'S CONTROL SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above
* knowledge of public relations techniques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

;cementation
* knowledge of the casts associated with library resources (materials,

-, apace, etc)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of maxim allocation
* knowledge of Reminds, seasurmandmehode for evaluating personnel
* knowledge of alternative smnagemat structures and their implications

for the operation of the library
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library repaint and practice
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SERIALS CONTROL ENTRY LEVEL

Basic Skills

*** literacy new-Inc l. cognitive, melYticelf Ike-kW/ etc.

fikiniiglat&GUQBSSCificiktiYitiga

Ability to:

* perform Raab activity
* establish rapport with opera and colleagues
* communicate well by written, verbal and ma-verbal meals
k conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret. :ate

make decisions and reccamendatiars based on available informatics
* supervise staff

** work independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** manage time effectively

SERIALS CONI'FOL MID LEVEL

Si=9BeliatedtiLEICLLSOICAUCACIUYity

** mina listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* peonies the need's of the orgeritzetior and not just the library
* anticipate long-rage needs of library
* design systems and procedures to improve library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate
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SERIALS ODNTFOL SENIOR LEVEL

*** Stills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

** apply methods of neasuresent and evaluation
** tuderat and make projections
** (path* the use cf Library reeouroes
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SEMIS

SERIALS CDNTRDL ENTRY LEVEL

Basic Skilja

* literacy, fit, cognitive, analytical, communications, etc.

Skills Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

* Perform Mil activity
* establish rapport's:1th users and colleagues
* communicate well by written, verbal and imam - verbal means
* combct an interview
* conduct meetings with individnals and groups
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and reccomendations booed an available information
* supervise staff
* week independently and in groups
* develop criteria for evaluation

Ability to:

** make effective, timely, and well - informed decisions
* legate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
* menage time effectively

SERIALS CONTROL MID LEVEL

fikillalelatfacit&aghalladfiraCtkiti
** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the orgenizaticm and not just the library
** anticipate log -range needs of library

** design aYstra and procedures to infirm library operations
* arbitrate and negotiate
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SE RLALS ODNI1ROL SENIOR LEVEL

* Skills listed above are developed to a greeter extent

Ability to:

* apply methods of measure's* and evaluation
* budget and make projections
* optimize the use of library resources
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SERIALS CANISDL

DiRiMitignaLAttltudes

Aittitudlai2dialnitibitios

* Respect for profession
* Respect for the library
* Respect for the parent organization

atitudeiLlathudiltheriegiae

=mane=
** Respect users
** Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to meet people

** Like to rake others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

TeesucUtheralnthraprkaus

** Respect coworkers
* Like to work wit'. others/as a teen
* Like to work on own
* Willingness to drys upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
** Supportive of co-workers

Enjoy senaging/supervising others

fa* Alertness

* Assertiveness
**Compassion/Kindness
* Cutlet:we

** Cheerfulness
awe Diliandlibility
* Determineticolftwatty
* rdplamacy
* ftotional stability
* Fairness
* Flexibility/Versatility
* imagination
* Inquisitiveness
* Leadership ability 225
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SERIALS (MEWL

* Neatness
** Need for achievement
* Objectivity
* Open-mindedness
* Optimium/Positive attitude
** Orgeblwtkn
* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful

**Sensitive/Thoughtful
** Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Individual should demonstrate:

**Willimgness to take Vbccept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

** Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Desire to learn/try
* Willingness to fail
** Willingness Walk questions
* Desire to work to best of ability

** Responsiveness to tine constraints
*** Accuracy
* Willingness to get hands dirty

*** Attention to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks
* Desire to follow-througb
* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library as part of a larger information environment

** View of library as an organization
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long -team goals
* Political sense

** CUriosity
** Variety of interests

*** Desire to grog personally
* Desire to grog professionally
* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
** Positiveattitude toward job
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SEPIALS OWING

IlinmitigoitUittituclefi

Attitudes Toward Institutions

* Regent for profession

ilititlEtELMAZILMeLliNge

Toward Users

* Respect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
* Like to wet male
* Like to alike other- feel comfortable
* Sensitive to other} needs

Toward Others in the Workplace

* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with othersas a teen
* Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of oo-workers
* Enjoy senaging/supervising others

* Alertness
* Confidence
* Cheerfulness
* Dependability
* Datessinaticn/Tenacity
* Diplomacy
* Motional stability
* Fairness
* FlearibiLity/Versatility
* iagimtion
* inquisitiveness
* Leadership ability
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SERIALS CIDNIROL

* Neatness
* Opera-mindecbess

* Optimise/Positive attitude
* Organization
* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful
* Sensitive/ Thoughtful
* Sense of hum
* Sense of ethics
* iblerance

Individual should demonstrate:

* Willingness to take/accept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative
* Willingness to respond to authority, apply and fallow policy
* Desire to learn/trj
* Willingness to fail
* Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to beet of ability
* Accuracy
* Willingness to get hen& dirty
* Attention to detail
* Willingsess to do clerical tasks
Des ire to follow-through

* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
* Willingness to promote library and its services
* View of library as pert of a larger information environment
* View of library as an organization
* Ability to see broad picture
* Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long-term goals
* Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire tc grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally
* Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
* Positive attitude toward job
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